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ABSTRACT
In vivo dosimetry directly monitors the radiation dose delivered to a patient
during radiation therapy. It allows comparison of prescribed and delivered
doses and thus provides a level of radiotherapy quality assurance that supplements port films and computational double checks. A well-devised in vivo
dosimetry program provides additional safeguards without significantly extending treatment delivery time.
A variety of detectors, including thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD), silicon diodes, and new detectors such as metal oxide silicon field-effect transisters
(MOSFETs) are currently available for in vivo dosimetry. Diodes have gained in
popularity since the 1980s because they are rugged, relatively inexpensive, and
provide online readings for prompt point-dose inference compared to the offline
and lengthy annealing process required with TLD. This real-time in vivo
dosimetry allows for immediate investigation and correction of errors encountered during dose delivery.
While many diode systems are marketed as ready plug-and-play for clinical
use, medical physics understanding is required for users to accurately and effectively infer delivered doses from diode readings. Task Group 62 (TG-62) was
formed to provide physics information, advice, and guidelines to assist clinical
physicists in performing reliable in vivo dose verification using diodes. This
report provides some basic solid-state physics and electrometer concepts essential to understanding the diode as a dosimeter; describes practical acceptance
tests, calibration, and correction methods for commissioning a diode in vivo
dosimetry system; and suggests methods of inferring doses to patients undergoing static photon and electron beam radiation therapy. It also discusses considerations that can assist physicists in making new purchases or in implementing
a clinical diode in vivo dosimetry program.

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Why in vivo dosimetry?
In vivo dosimetry is the most direct method for monitoring the dose delivered
to the patient receiving radiation therapy. When performed early in treatment as
a supplement to the clinical quality assurance (QA) program, simple in vivo
measurements are an additional safeguard against major setup errors and calculation or transcription errors that were missed during pre-treatment chart
check.1,2,3,4,5,6,7 In the absence of errors, routine in vivo measurements uniquely
document that treatment was delivered correctly within a user-specified tolerance. Unlike other QA methods, in vivo dosimetry checks the dose delivered to
the patient rather than the individual components prior to treatment. Most treatments are without serious error—in a recent review from Europe, out of 10,300
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patients at three institutions performing in vivo dosimetry for all new patients,
120 treatment errors exceeding 5% were found, and the estimated serious error
(misadministration) rate in the United States is 0.002%.8 Although there is not
universal agreement on the benefit of in vivo dosimetry,8 a strong argument in its
favor is that preventing the severe consequences of major errors—as illustrated
by the recent overexposure of 28 patients in Panama—warrant the effort and
expense of an in vivo dosimetry program.9,10,11 In vivo dosimetry is also helpful
in supporting the high accuracy in dose delivery expected from complex and
conformal therapy techniques.4 For these and other reasons, AAPM TG-40 recommends that clinics “should have access to TLD or other in vivo systems.”12
Most in vivo dosimetry employs either silicon diodes or thermoluminescent
dosimeters (TLDs). TLD dosimetry has been used for over 30 years. It is the
method of choice in many large departments, and the subject of much literature.1,13,14 However, diodes have gained popularity since the early 1980s due to
their rapid processing time (seconds vs. hours for TLD) and high sensitivity
(over 18,000 times that of an air-filled ionization chamber of the same volume).14,15,16,17 With care, diodes may equal or even surpass the accuracy of TLD18
for in-field measurements.
TLD and diodes are used similarly for external beam in vivo measurements, although the underlying physics is very different. The dosimeter is
placed on the patient’s skin, and the dose to a point of interest inside the
patient is inferred from surface measurements. In vivo entrance measurements, where dose at a point within the patient is inferred from the reading
of a detector on the entrance surface and compared with calculation, can
detect numerous serious errors including an incorrect daily dose, treatment
with the wrong beam energy, omission or use of the wrong wedge, and setup
errors such as a patient set up with SAD (source-to-axis distance) rather
than SSD (source-to-phantom surface distance) technique. 1,19,20 Changes in
treatment machine output between calibrations have also been reported. 1,4
Combined in vivo measurements at both entrance and exit points, while
introducing extra complexity, 21 can detect additional errors, including large
errors in patient thickness and problems with the dose calculation algorithm
or data in the planning system. 1,4,7,21 For total body irradiation (TBI), combined entrance and exit measurements are used to assess the adequacy of
missing tissue compensation. 22,23
The ranges of discrepancy between expectation and measurement beyond
which clinical action must be taken are referred to as action or tolerance levels—below, we shall call these simply “action levels.” Regardless of the dosimeter used in an in vivo dosimetry program, the size of action levels and the
associated actions are key decisions, requiring careful consideration of the clinical goals of the program and the accuracy that is reasonably achievable with
the available personnel and equipment. An interesting review of the “philosophies and results” of in vivo dosimetry has recently been published.1
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1.2 Diodes and this report
Even off-the-shelf diode systems purchased from reputable vendors require
care, skill, and understanding on the part of their users for accurate in vivo
dosimetry. Task Group 62 (TG-62) was formed to provide guidelines for clinical physicists performing in vivo diode dosimetry. This report deals with applications to external beam, static-field treatments—the area in which there is
enough clinical experience to provide reliable information.
In vivo dosimetry is supplementary, not mandatory, to a good clinical QA
program.8,12 Thus the aim of this report is to provide guidance and information,
rather than rules. Section 2 reviews the physics of silicon diodes to provide
understanding of the basis for the cautions, calibrations and corrections discussed in the subsequent sections. Sections 3 and 4 are directed to users who
are purchasing a new diode system. Section 5 deals with diode calibration and
Section 6 with correction factors that may be required to handle a wide range
of treatment field geometries. Section 7 deals with continuing QA of the system.
Anticipating that some readers may move directly to the practical matters of
sections 3 through 7, these sections include references back to the physics
review in section 2. Section 8 briefly discusses methods for comparing diode
readings with calculated doses, and section 9 deals with important clinical
issues of diode positioning for in vivo dosimetry. Section 10 briefly describes
other in vivo uses of diodes at standard distances that are of potential interest
but are not yet well documented. Sections 11 and 12 discuss the use of diodes
for total body irradiation (TBI) and total skin electron therapy (TSET), respectively. Finally, section 13 is a beginner’s guide to establishing a diode in vivo
dosimetry program. A report on diode dosimetry, including an extensive review
of the European experience, has recently been published by ESTRO (European
Society of Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology).24 The TG-62 report is complementary to the ESTRO document in that it places more emphasis on the U.S.
experience and provides an extensive review of the physics of diode dosimetry
and guidance for the use of diodes for TBI and TSET.

2 PHYSICS OF THE SILICON DIODE USED
AS A RADIATION DETECTOR
For over 30 years, the silicon semiconductor diode has been used as a radiation detector.25,26,27,28 The density of silicon and the low average energy required
to form a carrier pair in silicon results in a radiation current density which is
about 18,000 times that of air, allowing a small volume (approximately 10–2 ~
10–1 mm3) of silicon diode to produce an easily measured current. As a result,
diodes have a high sensitivity (defined as charge collected per unit dose to the
diode). Their small volumes, mechanical ruggedness, and real-time readout
make diodes attractive for in vivo dosimetry. However, the physics of charge
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generation and collection in semiconductor diodes introduces characteristic features that are relevant to their accurate clinical use in this application.
The key structure in the silicon diodes used for in vivo dosimetry is the pn
junction. N-type silicon is doped with impurities of a pentavalent element (e.g.,
phosphorous) called a “donor.” Each donor can contribute a free electron to the
silicon. Therefore, the majority carriers in n-type silicon are electrons, and
holes are the minority carriers. P-type silicon is doped with impurities of a
trivalent element (e.g., boron) called an “acceptor.” Each acceptor can accept
an electron, resulting in a mobile hole in silicon that is equivalent to a positively
charged carrier. In p-type silicon, holes are the majority carriers while electrons
are the minority carriers.
Both n-type and p-type diodes are commercially available. An n-type diode
is formed by doping acceptor impurities into a region of n-type silicon. A ptype diode is formed by doping donor impurities into a p-type substrate. In
either case, a spatially varying doping creates a region where p- and n-type silicon are in direct contact. The majority carriers from each side diffuse to the
opposite side, i.e., electrons on the n side diffuse to the p side, leaving positively
charged donor ions behind, while holes on the p side diffuse to the n side leaving behind negatively charged acceptor ions. These oppositely charged ions
establish an electric field (the “built-in potential”) that, at equilibrium, prevents
further diffusion of the majority carriers. This spatially charged region is the pn
junction, also called the “depletion region.” For diodes used for in vivo dosimetry, the typical width of the depletion region is less than several microns.
Although the typical built-in potential is less than 1 volt, the electric field
across the pn junction is very high (greater than 103 V/cm). If the diode were
connected to an idealized, leakage-free electrometer, no current would flow
unless excess carriers were injected by external sources, such as bias voltage,
light, heat, or ionizing radiation.
Charge collection in a semiconductor diode is very different than in an ionization chamber. While an ionization chamber requires a high voltage supply,
the high electric field across the pn junction makes charge collection possible
for the diode without external bias. As schematically illustrated in figure 1, the
incident ionizing radiation generates electron-hole pairs throughout the diode.
The minority carriers (electrons on the p side and holes on the n side) diffuse
toward the pn junction. Those carriers within approximately one diffusion
length from the junction edge are able to reach it before they recombine. They
are then swept across the junction by the built-in potential and measured by the
electrometer. The total current consists of the radiation-induced photocurrent
(below, called “radiation current”) and the electrical leakage current due to the
offset voltage from the electrometer.
The processes that determine how many of the mobile charges generated
by radiation are collected are also very different from those in an ionization
chamber. Direct recombination, which dominates in an ionization chamber, is
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Figure 1. Schematics of a Si pn junction diode as a radiation detector. The excess
minority carriers (electron—• and hole—o) generated by radiation within one
diffusion length, Lp on the n side and Ln on the p side (lightly shaded region), are
able to diffuse to the pn junction (width W). They are then swept across the junction by the built-in potential ψ0 and are collected by the electrometer.
highly improbable in silicon. The dominant mode in a silicon diode is indirect
recombination. This is a function of material defects, which facilitate recombination, and also of the density of radiation-generated electrons and holes.
Indirect recombination determines the lifetime of radiation-generated carriers
and thus the fraction of carriers that diffuse to the pn junction and are collected. Thus, the carrier lifetime controls the diode sensitivity (the charge
collected per unit dose to the diode). Exposure to large (>kGy) doses from a
high-energy beam (>2 MeV) produces radiation-damage defects which
shorten the minority carrier’s lifetime and reduce the diode’s sensitivity.
Indirect recombination is responsible for a sensitivity change with instantaneous dose rate (for linear accelerators, dose per pulse), which is a major
cause of the variation of the diode sensitivity with SSD. The magnitude of
these sensitivity changes depends upon the material characteristics of the
diode (e.g., n- or p-type, doping levels (resistivity), and pre-damage of the
material). See reference 29 for additional general information about pn junction diodes, reference 30 for indirect recombination, and reference 31 for an
overview of the interplay between material properties and the sensitivity of
clinical diodes.
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2.1 Features of diode construction that impact in vivo dosimetry
A diode is a two-terminal device, meaning there are two electrodes that
require connection (see figure 1). Coaxial cables and connectors are used in the
assembly of diode detectors. This is an important difference from a guarded
ionization chamber, which is a three-terminal device and requires a triaxial
cable and connector. Most electrometers used with ionization chambers have
triaxial input and cannot be transferred to diodes without an appropriate triaxial-to-coaxial adapter.
The two terminals of the diode can be connected to the coaxial cable in two
different configurations that result in either a positive or negative signal from
the diode detector. A negative diode detector is made by connecting the center
conductor of the cable to the cathode of the diode, while a positive diode detector connects the center conductor to the anode of the diode (see figure 1). This
choice does not affect the performance of the detector and is made by the manufacturer to match the input polarity requirement of the electrometer.
The silicon piece in the diode that was described above is commonly
referred to as the “die.” The dimensions and shape of the die are similar to
those of a TLD chip. The construction of the die, including size, composition of
the doping, the forming of the pn junction by diffusion, and any lattice defects,
either initially present or caused by irradiation, determine some of the characteristics of the detector response to radiation.
For in vivo dosimetry, the die is covered with material both for protection
and to provide buildup material. Electron in vivo dosimetry diodes have minimal buildup (≤ 0.3 g/cm2) but are otherwise the same as photon diodes. The
commercial diode detector, commonly called “the diode,” is the complete
assembly including the die, its attached terminals, a protective cover, and
buildup material.
Figure 2 shows the external appearance of three common types of photon
diodes and one electron diode. Figure 3 shows schematic diagrams of these
same devices. The overall construction determines many of the diode radiation
response characteristics, including response dependence on beam direction,
energy, field size, and aspects of the SSD dependence.
Finally, the diode is operated together with an electrometer. The electrometer input specifications, such as series impedance, input offset voltage, and
amplifier polarity may affect measured results. The next three subsections outline how these systems affect the response of a diode to ionizing radiation.

2.2 Dependencies resulting from the die
The radiation-induced current and the diode sensitivity are proportional to
the diffusion length of the minority carrier, which, in turn, is proportional to the
square root of the product of the carrier diffusion coefficient (which is proportional to the carrier mobility) and the carrier lifetime. The carrier lifetime is
6

Figure 2. Typical diodes used for in vivo dosimetry.
the dominant factor determining several important characteristics of the diode
sensitivity in the context of in vivo dosimetry. These include:
1. The instantaneous dose-rate dependence of the sensitivity, which is
responsible for much of the change in diode response with its distance
from the radiation source (commonly called “SSD dependence”) and with
beam modifiers such as wedges.
2. The decrease in sensitivity with accumulated dose.
3. The temperature dependence (or temperature coefficient) of diode sensitivity. The temperature coefficient also depends on the diffusion coefficient.

2.2.1 Instantaneous dose rate (or dose per pulse) dependence30,31,32,33
There are always defects and impurities in a semiconductor crystal that
introduce RG (recombination-generation) centers. Indirect recombination,
which occurs when a minority carrier is captured by an RG center and then
recombines with a majority carrier, is the dominant process of charge recombination in a silicon diode. The fraction of minority carriers which recombine
depends on the concentration of RG centers, on their capture cross sections for
the minority carriers, and on the excess carrier concentration, which is proportional to the instantaneous dose rate. During a single radiation exposure typical
of a radiation therapy treatment (<10 Gy) the population of RG centers remains
approximately constant. When the instantaneous dose-rate increases (e.g., due
to treating at a short SSD), the rate of minority carrier generation also
increases. If the RG center concentration is insufficient to keep the recombining
fraction of carriers constant, the diode sensitivity increases because a larger
fraction of the charge produced by the radiation is available to be collected by
the electrometer. This effect is counter-intuitive from the perspective of ionization chambers. For linacs, dose is delivered in pulses (~100 pulses per second
of width ~2 to 6 µs) and the instantaneous dose rate within a single radiation
7

Figure 3. Typical diode construction showing the major components and internal arrangement of the diodes in Figure 2. (3a: cylindrical Sun Nuclear photon
diode; 3b: flat/hemispherical Sun Nuclear photon diode; 3c: flat/hemispherical
Scanditronix Wellhöfer diode; 3d: Sun Nuclear electron diode.)
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pulse determines the rate of charge generation. Therefore, the instantaneous
dose-rate effect is often called the “dose per pulse dependence” (dose per pulse
is the product of the pulse width and the instantaneous dose rate).
All diode detectors exhibit some change in sensitivity with SSD and with the
presence of beam modifiers such as wedges. This is partly because changes in
SSD or beam attenuation change the instantaneous dose rate at the die and thus
change the probability of indirect recombination. The magnitude of instantaneous dose rate dependence is determined by the characteristics of the die and
the dominant RG center.
It is important, however, to realize that scattered radiation, especially electron contamination, may also contribute to the SSD dependence of the diode
sensitivity, causing sensitivity changes to depend upon the buildup thickness.34,35,36,37 Pure dose per pulse dependence of diode sensitivity is difficult to
measure in isolation from the effects of scattered radiation.
It is also important to note that the average dose rate (nominally 100 to 600
cGy/min) that is set at the accelerator console is not the same as the instantaneous dose rate in an accelerator pulse (103 to 104 cGy/sec). The dose rate in
the pulse is 102 to 103 times higher than the average rate. Because the charge
collection time of the diode and electrometer is typically much shorter than the
time between pulses, the response of an in vivo dosimetry system is not
expected to depend upon average dose rate. However, the average dose-rate
dependence of the system should be evaluated when the system is commissioned as it might identify electrometer problems (see section 2.2.4).

2.2.2 Sensitivity variation with accumulated dose (SVWAD)15,31,32,33,38
Any mechanism that causes crystal damage introduces defects in a silicon
diode. These mechanisms, which include intentional doping with impurities
such as platinum and gold and also ionizing radiation, result in a sensitivity
variation with accumulated dose (SVWAD). The defects produce RG centers
and carrier traps (defects which capture carriers but have a very small probability for recombination), both of which reduce the diode sensitivity.
The radiation damage in therapy photon beams stems from the recoil energy
of secondary electrons and in electron beams from the energy of primary and
scattered electrons that is imparted to the silicon crystal lattice. Accumulated
dose increases the number of RG centers, causing a reduction in carrier lifetimes and a consequent decrease in diode sensitivity and changes in SSD
dependence. The damage coefficient expresses the dependence of diode sensitivity degradation on the energy of the irradiating beam.39 For electron energies
below about 0.7 MeV, the damage coefficient is low. Therefore, the SVWAD is
small for photon or electron beams with energies below approximately 1 MeV
(Co-60). The damage coefficient increases rapidly between 0.7 and 2 MeV and
plateaus above 2 MeV.39 Clinical electron beams are more damaging per unit
dose accumulated than photon beams because clinical electron beam energies
are above the plateau. It is also found that high-energy photon beams (>10 MV)
9

cause greater damage to silicon diodes than expected from the average recoil
energy of the electrons. This may be due to the neutron contamination.
Although the percentage of the neutrons in a photon beam is low, their damage
coefficient is much higher.40
The rate of SVWAD is reduced by an increase in the defect density.
Therefore, manufacturers often pre-irradiate diodes with electron beams or use
platinum doped silicon to deliberately increase the defect density. While these
techniques reduce the initial sensitivity of the diode, its performance then
changes less with clinical use. Vendors should provide an estimate of the
SVWAD in a specified beam quality. For diodes currently marketed by several
vendors, the quoted decrease ranges from <0.1%/kGy in a 6 MV photon beam
to 16% /kGy for a low buildup diode in a 21 MV photon beam.
Because vendors quote generic values of SVWAD, diode sensitivity and SSD
dependence should be measured periodically as part of the clinical QA process.
A recent study reports a sensitivity decrease of 3.4% per 100 Gy for one variety of diode and 0.2% per 100 Gy for a second variety, both irradiated with an
18 MV photon beam. 37 Another recent study 4 reports an average sensitivity
decrease of 0.7% per kGy for diodes used in 4, 6, and 8 MV beams.

2.2.3 Sensitivity variation with temperature (SVWT)
The radiation current generated in a diode may either increase or decrease
with increasing temperature, 28 resulting in a diode sensitivity variation with
temperature (SVWT). The “temperature coefficient” is the percent change in
sensitivity per degree of temperature increase. Modeling the temperature
dependence from first principles is very difficult as it is determined by the temperature dependence of carrier mobility and lifetime, which may have opposite
variation trends. 33 The carrier mobility generally decreases as temperature
increases due to higher crystal lattice scatter.28,30 The carrier lifetime appears to
increase with increasing temperature due to the increased probability of carrier
release from the RG centers and traps. Most diodes used for in vivo dosimetry
have a positive temperature coefficient (i.e., sensitivity increases with increasing temperature). The SVWT tends to first increase with large (>kGy) accumulated dose and then stabilize with further dose, 32,41,42,43 probably due to the
generation of additional RG centers and traps so that more carriers are released
as the temperature increases. For these diodes, the dependence of carrier lifetime on temperature is the dominant effect. The change in sensitivity of commercial diodes used for in vivo dosimetry is typically between +0.1 and
+0.54%/°C.37,42,43,44
A user should check product specifications for estimates of typical temperature coefficients or SVWT and to determine whether automatic temperature
compensation using the diode itself as a thermistor is available.32,44,45 Steps to
reduce or correct for effects of SVWT on in vivo measurements are discussed
in sections 5.1.3 and 6.2.1. Regardless of whether the user chooses to correct
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for temperature dependence, it is important to be aware of how it affects in vivo
measurements.43,45
The diode leakage current has a much higher temperature coefficient than
the radiation-induced current (as high as +15%/°C). Although the leakage current is usually much smaller than the radiation current at room temperature 29,33,46, leakage could contribute a significant portion to the observed
temperature dependence of the diode response, especially for diodes with low
impedance and electrometers with high offset voltage.

2.2.4 P-type versus n-type diode
Some literature reports that p-type diodes are better than n-type diodes in
terms of SVWAD and dose per pulse dependence.15,32,33,40,47 The theory behind
this is that the radiation-generated RG centers have a larger capture cross section for holes than for electrons. Therefore, during radiation exposure, more RG
centers are occupied by the minority carriers (holes) in an n-type than in a ptype diode (where the minority carriers are electrons). The same change in
excess minority carrier concentration produces a greater reduction in the population of unoccupied RG centers in an n-type than in a p-type diode, making for
more charge collection and a larger increase in sensitivity with dose rate in an
n-type than in a p-type diode.
However, this theory assumes that the RG centers generated by electron preirradiation are the dominant ones, and that all device parameters in the n- and
p-type diodes are the same (substrate resistivity, junction size, the probability of
creating a RG center under radiation, etc.). In reality, these conditions may not
apply because diode detectors differ from each other in the following aspects:
1. Lower substrate resistivity (higher concentration of the majority carrier)
increases the probability of indirect recombination with the minority carriers and thus results in lower dose per pulse dependence.31,33,41
2. There are always initial defects and impurities introduced during the formation of a pn junction which also serve as RG centers. These may have
quite different capture cross sections for minority carriers than the RG
centers generated by electron pre-irradiation. They can also affect the
probability of creating radiation-induced RG centers. Thus, the initial
defects can make a diode either better or worse relative to its performance
with or without pre-irradiation.15,31,32,33,40,42,47
3. The level of pre-irradiation or platinum doping affects carrier lifetime,
sensitivity degradation rate, and dose per pulse dependence.31,33,38,40,42
Furthermore, a diode detector with inadequate buildup could have significantly larger SSD dependence due to the dose from contaminant electrons in
combination with its intrinsic dose per pulse dependence.36,37
Complex interplay between these factors, rather than a simple “n vs. p” distinction determines the SVWAD and the SSD dependence of a particular diode.
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Therefore, the user is advised to evaluate the available information from vendors and current publications rather than to generalize that p-type diode detectors are always superior to n-type detectors.

2.3 Dependencies resulting from detector construction
2.3.1 Diode shape and directional dependence34,46,48
The reading per monitor unit (MU) of a diode placed on a patient’s skin or
phantom surface depends on its orientation with respect to the incident direction of the beam. This directional response is caused partly by the detector construction (including transmission through varying thicknesses of the buildup or
cable at large angles) and partly by back scattering from the patient or phantom.
Vendors typically state estimates of the change in effective sensitivity (diode
reading per MU) with beam direction and should specify the conditions under
which these estimates apply.
Two general methods of construction for diode detectors define the symmetry of the directional response. Each type has advantages in some clinical situations. Figures 2 and 3 show the external appearance and schematic diagrams
for example diodes of both types, and figure 4 shows the principle directions
that describe the angular dependence.
1. Figures 2(a) and 3(a) have cylindrical symmetry. The plane of the die is
mounted normal to the cable axis and the die is surrounded with a
cylindrical sleeve of buildup [figure 3(a)]. For in vivo dosimetry, the
side of the cylinder should be against the patient with the beam axis as
nearly normal to the cylinder axis as possible so the plane of the die is
approximately parallel to the beam axis. Cylindrical detectors have relatively small directional dependence when the beam axis rotates in the
axial direction [figure 4(a)], with effective sensitivity changing by <2%
for angles less than ±70°. The major directional dependence is determined by the “tilt” angle between the beam axis and the axis of the
cylindrical detector, as shown in figure 4(b). Therefore, it is better to
use carefully positioned cylindrical diodes for oblique photon beams
such as breast tangents.
2. The diodes in figures 2 and 3(b-d) have conical or hemispherical symmetry.
The die is mounted with the plane of the die parallel to the cable axis. One
side of the die is covered with an approximately hemispherical buildup
while the other side has a thin, flat, mainly protective covering. The detector is designed to be placed with the flat side on the patient and the central
axis of the beam approximately normal to the plane of the die. The major
directional dependence is specified in terms of the angle between the beam
axis and the line normal to the die (i.e. to the flat side of the detector), as
shown in figure 4(c). These detectors have a relatively strong directional
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Figure 4. Angular dependences of cylindrical and flat/hemispherical diodes.
For optimal placement of a cylindrical diode, the diode axis (a) should be perpendicular to the beam with zero tilt angle (b). For optimal placement of a
flat/hemispherical diode (c), the plane of the diode should be perpendicular to
the beam axis.
dependence, which can exceed 5% for beam angles exceeding ±40°. When
using such detectors for exit dose measurements, the flat side (no buildup)
should be placed against the phantom or patient surface.
The directional dependence of an electron diode could be quite different
from that of a photon diode, especially at large angles.49 The length of the cone
restricts achievable gantry angles for flat phantoms and special measures, such
as placing the diode on plastic wedges on a cylindrical phantom48,49 have been
used to more thoroughly investigate the directional dependence of electron
diodes in isolation from phantom effects.

2.3.2 Energy dependence36,50,51,52
The radiation-induced charge per MU in diodes designed for in vivo dosimetry often depends on beam energy. Although the mass absorption coefficient
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and the stopping power of the silicon die contributes to the energy dependence
for photon and electron beams respectively, most of this energy dependence is
due to the materials around the die, such as the electrode attachment, protective
housing, and buildup. It is not uncommon to have combinations of Al, Cu, Sn,
Au, Ag, Pb, W, Ta, and Fe surrounding the die. Some diodes use foundry products that may already have a high Z electrode attached to the die, while other
detectors are manufactured from the bare die with wire bonding techniques that
minimize the electrode materials. Scattered electrons from these high Z materials in close proximity to the die contribute to the ionization in the die in
amounts that depend on construction details of the diode model.
For photon beam in vivo dosimetry, vendors provide different detectors
dedicated to different energy ranges. Both the composition and thickness of
the buildup for these diodes are designed with consideration of the depth of
the buildup region for the energy range of interest (dmax) as well as of directional dependence and physical size. A diode designed for optimal use at 6 to
12 MV might have a higher response per MU to 18 MV photons due to dose
f rom cont a mina nt ele ct ron s which a re not stopp e d by t he bu ild up .
Contaminant electrons might also cause a 6 to 12 MV detector to exhibit a
strong SSD and field-size dependence if used in an 18 MV beam. 21 On the
other hand, the attenuation of a detector designed for 15 to 25 MV photons
reduces its effective sensitivity in a 6 MV beam. The difference could be
greater if a higher Z buildup material such as W or Ta is used for the 15 to 25
MV detector.
For electron in vivo dosimetry, a single diode model with minimal buildup
generally covers the entire clinical energy range. The energy dependence of the
diode response per MU results mostly from the energy dependence of the electron depth dose curve, due to which the sensitive volume of the diode is at different percent doses for different beam energies.48

2.3.3 Field-size dependence
For photon entrance in vivo dosimetry, the diode reading per MU increases
with increasing field size. For large (40×40 cm 2) fields, the diode field-size
dependence can differ by up to 5% from the ion-chamber measurements of
field-size dependence that are summar ized as the total scatter factor
(Sc,p).16,22,34,48,53,58 The diode field-size dependence is observed to vary among different commercial diode detectors. For diodes with insufficiently thick buildup,
electron contamination is a contributing factor.14 Additionally, for Sc,p measurements, the ion chamber is inside the phantom, while for diode field-size
dependence measurements, the diode is on the surface. Thus, the two dosimeters receive different scattered photon contributions. 54 The diode field-size
dependence for exit dosimetry is not necessarily the same as for entrance
dosimetry (see sections 6.14 and 6.15).
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2.3.4 Dose perturbation16,48,55,56,57
When a diode is used for entrance dose determination, there is a decrease in
dose (a dose shadow) below the diode which depends on the effective thickness
of the diode, beam modality and energy, field size, and the depth of interest.
For fractionated photon treatments, if in vivo dosimetry is performed once a
week or only at the first treatment, this is seldom a clinical problem. For example, measuring once or twice over a course of 20 to 40 treatments has negligible effect as the area of the shadow is small (<2 cm2)59 and even a 10% “cold
spot” in one fraction out of a total of 30 has less than 0.5% effect. Nonetheless,
partly to reduce the dose shadow, vendors offer photon detectors designed for
several energy ranges. Those designed for the highest energies have the most
buildup. Within its designated range, a detector’s dose shadow (10×10 field, 4
to 5 cm depth) should not exceed 5% to 6%, but if it is used for lower-energy
photon beams, the perturbation can exceed 10%.
Diodes designed for electron in vivo dosimetry have thin buildup (0.1 to 0.35
g/cm2), but the combined thickness of the non-tissue-equivalent die, leads, and
protective housing can produce a dose shadow exceeding 20% at dmax for 6 and
9 MeV electrons.49,55

2.3.5 Importance of the buildup
It can be seen from the previous sections that the buildup of a diode detector strongly affects its response to radiation conditions. To reduce the need for
corrections in clinical use, it is preferable to use a diode detector within the
energy range for which it was designed. Using a low-energy detector for highenergy beams is especially problematic, as it accentuates the effects of contaminant electrons. Use of a high-energy photon detector in low-energy photon
beams causes deeper dose shadows. Whether this is a matter of concern
depends on the fraction of treatments at which in vivo measurements are performed. However, use of a photon diode for an electron beam produces a particularly deep dose shadow and should be avoided.
If a photon diode is used for in vivo dosimetry outside its specified energy
range or for more than one energy, calibration and measurement and assessment
of all correction factors should be performed for each beam energy of clinical
use. Particular caution is advised if the total buildup thickness is significantly
smaller than dmax for the photon energy range in which it will be used.36,37,60

2.4 Electrometer considerations
Two basic types of signal conversion are used in electrometers: charge-topulse converter (CPC) and analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Both determine
accumulated dose by measuring the charge accumulation on the feedback
capacitor of the input amplifier. The specifications of the electrometer and
detectors should be reviewed together in order to assure proper operation for in
vivo measurements.
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2.4.1 Operational limits
2.4.1.1 CPC electrometers
A CPC electrometer counts the number of precision charge pulses required
to maintain the feedback capacitor at zero net charge during the measurement.
In such a circuit, the charge from the diode is collected on the feedback capacitor. As the charge accumulates, the voltage output of the op-amp increases to a
level that causes a circuit comparator to initiate a pulse of charge to flow back
to the input. This charge pulse defines the resolution of the measurement. The
charge-pulse frequency defines the maximum average current that can be measured without causing the voltage across the feedback capacitor to exceed the opamp supply voltage. To test that the electrometer current limit is not being
exceeded in clinical use, compare the diode response per unit dose at the maximum and minimum average linac dose rate (MU/minute). If the diode
response per MU at the maximum rate is lower than at the minimum rate, then
the electrometer current limit is exceeded.
Radiation produced by linear accelerators occurs in pulses that cause the
diode output current to be pulsed. The total charge in a radiation current pulse
must not be so large as to cause the feedback capacitor voltage to exceed the opamp supply voltage. To test whether this might occur under clinical use, compare
the diode response per unit dose at the smallest SSD expected for use (e.g., 70
cm) with that at SSD of 100 cm. If the diode response per unit dose at the smallest SSD is lower than the response at the larger SSD position (contrary to what
is expected from the instantaneous dose-rate dependence discussed in section
2.2.1), then the charge-per-pulse limit of the electrometer has been exceeded.
An advantage of CPC electrometers is that an unlimited dose can be accumulated per measurement. There is no shorting requirement of the capacitor
because the charge pulse keeps the capacitor cleared of charge.

2.4.1.2 ADC electrometers
An ADC electrometer converts the voltage across the feedback capacitor to
a digital value which is then displayed. The feedback capacitor is generally
much larger than the one in a CPC electrometer because it must hold all the
charge accumulated during the treatment. After the measurement is completed,
the charge is cleared with a shorting switch so that another measurement can be
made. There are no limits on the dose per pulse or average dose rate because
there is very little change in voltage per pulse on the large capacitor of the ADC
electrometer. However, the amplifier supply voltage and the digital display limit
the maximum dose per measurement.

2.4.2 Compatibility with diode polarity and sensitivity
Electrometers designed for diode in vivo dosimetry generally display the
measurement as a dose value. To achieve this, the electrometer display is cali16

brated by either microprocessor control or potentiometer adjustment. It is therefore important that the electrometer have the adjustment range to accommodate
both the initial diode sensitivity and later, radiation-induced sensitivity
changes. Electrometers with microprocessor or computer controlled adjustments can usually handle this range of sensitivities, while electrometers that use
a potentiometer adjustment are normally designed for a specific diode detector
type and have a narrower range of adjustment.
Electrometers designed for in vivo dosimetry are often unipolar and can only
measure charge of one polarity. This means that the diode detector polarity
must be matched to the electrometer. Bipolar electrometers can measure both
polarities and thus can be used with diode detectors of either polarity. However,
diode dosimetry does not require a bipolar electrometer because, unlike ionization chambers, the diode signal polarity cannot be changed during use.
CAUTION: Some ADC type electrometers have supply voltages that take
the display full scale in the direction of the intended polarity, but allow only a
partial use of the display in the direction of the opposite polarity. If the wrong
polarity diode detector is used with this electrometer, measurement errors can
occur if the dose measured exceeds the supply voltage limit and no warning of
a dose-display limit is given.

2.4.3 Input offset voltage, series resistance, and diode impedance46
By ionization chamber standards, the diode impedance is not very high. For
example, the typical impedance of an ionization chamber is 1012 Ω (guard-tocollection electrode), while that of a diode is on the order of 108 Ω. As a result,
an electrometer with a moderate input offset voltage can cause a significant
leakage current in the diode because that input offset voltage is applied directly
across the diode.
Equation (1) calculates the maximum input offset voltage of the electrometer, VINMax, at which the leakage current is no more than a fraction f of the
average signal current DRMin · SDiode:
VIN

M ax

= (f ⋅S

D iod e

⋅ DR

M in

/ 60) ⋅ R

D iod e

(1)

where DRMin = minimum average accelerator dose rate (cGy/min)
SDiode = charge sensitivity of the diode (nC/cGy)
RDiode = impedance of the diode.
For example, if a diode with an impedance of 100 MΩ and a sensitivity
of 0.4 nC/cGy is used to measure the dose in a beam with an average dose
rate of 60 cGy/min, then for the leakage contribution to be <0.1% of the
signal (f = 0.001), the input offset voltage maximum should be 40 µV or
less. Many ionization chamber electrometers are not specified to maintain
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such a low input offset voltage because input offset does not contribute significant leakage in an ion chamber. Leakage is of particular concern when
diodes are used in low average dose rate situations such as TBI or for outof-field dosimetry.
It is worth noting that the diode impedance is defined as the ratio between
the applied bias voltage and the resulting electrical current.46 The current is
zero at zero bias voltage. Therefore, diode impedance has to be measured at a
specified bias voltage, such as 10 mV.
Another common feature of electrometers is the use of a series resistor in the
input of the electrometer to protect the input from damage due to electrical
shock. The radiation current from the diode causes a voltage across this resistor
that forwardly biases the diode and consequently generates a leakage current.
If the values of this series resistance and the offset voltage are reasonably small,
the ratio between the leakage current and the radiation current is equal to the
ratio between the series resistance and the diode impedance. For example, a 50
kΩ series resistor would result in a 0.5% leakage noise-to-signal ratio for a 10
MΩ diode. Therefore, it is better that the series resistance is <10 kΩ for an
electrometer used in diode in vivo dosimetry.
Note that all electrometers are, by their nature, very high input impedance
devices, easily exceeding 1012 Ω. This impedance is not to be confused with an
input resistance placed in series between the input and the detector.
In summary, the user should understand the characteristics of any electrometer that is used as part of the diode in vivo dosimetry system and should reach
a clear understanding with the vendor about the desired characteristics of newly
purchased electrometers.

3 FACTORS TO CONSIDER BEFORE PURCHASING
A DIODE IN VIVO DOSIMETRY SYSTEM
Purchase specifications for a diode-based in vivo dosimetry system depend
on both the intended pattern of clinical use and available resources. Table I
summarizes the commercial systems available in 2003 and their primary vendors. Since systems change, potential users should seek up-to-date information
directly from the vendors. Table II outlines system features about which the vendor should be able to supply information. The ESTRO report24 and section 13 of
this report and references listed therein describe organizational features of
some successful diodes in vivo dosimetry programs.

3.1 Components of a system for measurements at conventional
treatment distances
If the goal is to perform in vivo measurements at conventional treatment distances (patient on treatment couch) for some or all patients, the optimal
arrangement at each treatment unit includes:
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Table I. Diode in vivo dosimetry systems available as of fall 2003
(After reference 108).
Company

Electrometers

Capintec

2 BASIC
(2 channels)

Cardinal
Health
Radiation
Management
Services
(products
formerly sold
by Nuclear
Associates and
InVision)
PTW

Scanditronix
Wellhöfer

Sun Nuclear

VeriDose 5
(5 channels)

Diode Detectors
Name

Type of die

Energy Range

5230-2135

p

5230-2137
5230-2139

p
p

1–4 MV
4–25 MeV electron
6–12 MV
15–25 MV

n
n
n
n
n

1–4 MV
5–11 MV
12–17 MV
18–25 MV
5–25 MeV electron

VeriDose
VeriDose
VeriDose
VeriDose
VeriDose

30-471
30-472
30-473
30-474
30-475

VIVODOS
(4 channels,
expandable to
12 channels)

T60010L
T60010M
T60010H
T60010E

p
p
p
p

Co – 4 MV
5–13 MV
13–25 MV
Electrons (4–30 MeV)

DPD 3
(3 channels)
or
DPD-12
(12 channels)
or
InViDos
(12 or 24
channels)

EDD-5
EDP-5
EDP-10
EDP-15
EDP-20
EDP-HL

p
p
p
p
p
p

organs at risk
cobalt-60
4–8 MV
6–12 MV
10–20 MV
≥16 MV

EDD-2

p

electrons

p,n*
p,n*
p,n*
p,n*
p,n*

Skin and 70 kV and up
1–4 MV
6–12 MV
15–25 MV
electrons

n
n
n

1–4 MV
6–12 MV
15–25 MV

QED
QED
QED
QED
QED

111300
111400
111500
111600
111200

1333 rf-IVD
or 1135 IVD
Solutions
(3 channels,
expandable to
ISORAD-3 1162000
27 channels)
ISORAD-3 1163000
ISORAD-3 1164000

60

*QED diodes from 1997 through 2002 use p-type die; QED diodes from 2003-on use n-type
die.
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Table II. In vivo diode dosimetry system parameters
and features to ask the vendor about.
Parameter

Units

Recommended Test
Conditions

Features of Interest

Sensitivity

nC/cGy
or nC/Gy

—

Lowest sensitivity the
electrometer can take,
especially for TBI or
TSET where the beam
intensity is much lower.

SVWAD

%/kGy

The SVWAD tested at
beam energy ≥10 MeV
electron or ≥15MV photon
should be provided.

Pre-irradiation with
beam energy ≥10 MeV
or radiation hardening
by other methods.

SSD or
dose per
pulse
dependence

%

Diode placed on the
phantom surface with
no additional buildup.
SSD dependence
determined according
to the methods of
section 6.1.1.

Different accelerators
may have quite different
dose per pulse for the
same SSD range, even
for the same energy.

%/°C

Measured under thermal
equilibrium, at a stated
beam energy.

Automatic compensation
for the temperature
dependence, useful for
TBI or TSET.

Directional
dependence

%

Diode placed on a solid
phantom with the typical
clinical thickness, such as
6 cm (see Fig. 4).

Shape of the diode
(flat or cylindrical).

Buildup
thickness

g/cm2

Converted to waterequivalent thickness.

Sufficient to the
intended energy range to
shield the contaminant
electrons.

Output
polarity

—

—

Automatic detection of
the diode polarity and
instant adjustment.

Type of
output

—

—

Hard copy or electronic
copy, or both.

List of
journal
publications

—

—

Publications dealing
with current models of
particular interest.

Interface with
any R & V
system

—

—

—

SVWT
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1. At least one photon diode with a specified energy range that includes the
beam to be measured (e.g., for a 6 MV and 15 MV dual photon energy
linac, one diode for each energy). See section 2.3 for the physical rationale for preferring diodes with buildup matched to the beam energy. Two
diodes per beam energy and an electrometer with at least two channels
are helpful for combined entrance and exit dosimetry. If budgetary or
other constraints limit photon diodes to one type per dual energy
machine, diodes designed for use at the higher energy are strongly preferable so that contaminant electrons do not introduce extra field size or SSD
dependences.61,62
2. A minimal buildup diode designed for electron in vivo dosimetry.
Because of the severe underdose (>20%) beneath a photon diode used in
an electron beam, TG-62 strongly advises that this (purchased if necessary). Photon diodes should not be used.
3. An electrometer designed for use with in vivo dosimetry diodes. Section
2.4 describes problems that can arise due to mismatch between the electrometer and its intended use. The vendors of in vivo dosimetry diodes
also sell electrometers and the physicist should consider the convenience
of purchasing a package.
4. A system output including visual display, hard-copy capability and a computer (PC) interface; these features are currently provided by most vendors. Because an interface to the record and verify system is very
helpful,63 users are advised to check availability with vendors.

3.2 Additional features for TBI measurements
TBI measurements place additional requirements on the system, including:
1. Low leakage current (see section 2.4.3): The leakage current from all
system components (electrometer and diodes) should be low enough to
allow accurate readings at the low average dose rates at typical TBI treatment distances. The ratio of leakage to radiation-induced current at
source-diode distances over 300 cm is 10 or more times greater than at
100 cm and leakage is increased further if prolonged contact raises the
diode temperature. A good diode in vivo dosimetry system for TBI has
low electrometer offset voltage (<10 µV) and high diode impedance
(>100 MΩ) and/or automatic leakage current subtraction.
2. Small SVWT (temperature dependence) (see section 2.2.3): Because of
the long contact time on the patient, the diode SVWT should be as small
as possible to minimize the impact of the temperature correction. It would
be best for the in vivo dosimetry system to automatically correct for
SVWT and this feature has recently become commercially available.
3. Number of diodes: To check dose uniformity over the body for TBI, six
to eight photon detectors, all rated for the same beam quality and a multichannel electrometer and display, are needed. If the TBI protocol includes
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a chest wall electron boost at conventional SSD, an electron diode is also
recommended.
4. The integral buildup should be appropriate to the beam energy (see section 2.3.5). Large treatment distance, the use of a beam spoiler, and the
presence of light clothing or blankets all contribute contaminant electrons
which will affect the readings of diodes with insufficient buildup. On the
other hand, many TBI protocols require in vivo dosimetry at each treatment session. Buildup that is too thick for the beam energy produces
greater underdose below the diode. For a diode designed for 15 to 18 MV
photon beams used in a 6 MV beam, the dose shadow at shallow depths
can exceed 25% and at 10 cm, can exceed 10%. 61 Without deliberate
efforts to change the diode position at each session, the diode will shadow
the same volume at each treatment.
5. A stable mounting to keep the in-room electronics out of the direct beam
or a cable-free system.

3.3 Additional general features
Further features to consider for either conventional distance or TBI measurements include:
11. The diode shape may be cylindrical, hemispherical, or a similar shape
with one flat and one curved side (see section 2.3.1). Hemispherical
diodes are easier to place on flat anatomy and are preferable for exit
dosimetry, but cylindrical diodes have much weaker angular dependence,
making them preferable for fields incident at oblique angles (e.g., tangents).
12. Reduced need for manually applied correction factors: Consult both
the vendor’s product specifications and recent publications for information about the detector’s instantaneous dose-rate or dose per pulse
dependence (see section 2.2.1). Small instantaneous dose rate dependence may make SSD and treatment accessory correction factors unnecessary. Investigate the availability of automatic temperature correction.
13. Adequacy of buildup (especially for photon beams >15 MV): Consult
vendor’s literature to see if the intrinsic buildup is sufficient (~dmax for a
10×10 cm2 field for the beam). Contaminant electrons increase the need
for correction factors and complicate interpretation of in vivo readings.
14. Multiple calibration factors: If you plan to use a single diode under
several qualitatively different conditions (e.g., entrance and exit dosimetry or different beam energies), understand how the system handles multiple calibration factors. Vendor’s specifications and/or discussions with
potential vendors are helpful.
15. Electrometer limitations (see section 2.4): Is there a maximum displayed dose per measurement; if so, are you likely to exceed it? Are the
polarities of the electrometer and diodes compatible?
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16. Long-term stability (SVWAD) (see section 2.2.2): Estimate the rate at
which diodes in your practice will accumulate dose and use vendor’s
information to estimate the impact of SVWAD on your in vivo dosimetry program.
17. P-type or n-type (see section 2.2.4): Both types are available and selection should be based upon the manufacturer’s current published specifications. The diode type (p or n) should not be the determining factor
because the type alone does not determine clinical performance characteristics.1,14,31,37
18. Support and storage: Will extra cabling and/or “home-built” support
devices be needed to facilitate convenient use and storage? At least one
vendor provides a “wireless” in vivo diode dosimetry package.
19. Overall specifications: If possible, check whether the manufacturer’s
specifications are tighter or more lenient than the acceptance criteria
discussed in the next section.
10. Sharing equipment? It is best to avoid routine sharing of pieces of the in
vivo dosimetry system (diodes, electrometers, printers) between treatment units to prevent scheduling conflicts and damage to the equipment.

4 ACCEPTANCE TESTING
Before embarking on the labor-intensive measurements of calibration and
correction factors, simpler acceptance tests of a new diode in vivo dosimetry
system are recommended. The acceptance tests and criteria suggested below
are general rather than specific to a particular system. If manufacturer’s specifications are significantly different from these, it is recommended to add them
or substitute them for the generic acceptance criteria below (see also section
3.3, #9). For the acceptance tests, it is not necessary to use the beam energy
for which the diodes were designed—e.g., with a multichannel electrometer, 6
MV and 15 MV diodes can be tested together. Tests 2 to 5 are also recommended to accept a new diode into a previously commissioned system. Since
problems with new electrometers can be discovered at this point, it is advisable
to read section 2.4 of this report when planning the acceptance testing. TG-62
strongly recommends keeping a written record of all acceptance and commissioning measurements.
1. Overall system integrity: Assemble the system at an accelerator, connected as it would be for clinical use. Fasten the diodes securely to a flat
entrance surface (e.g., 5 to 10 cm thickness of plastic phantom) at a convenient SSD (e.g., SSD=100 cm) in a field large enough to include all the
diodes within the central (flat) 80% of the field, with the beam at direct,
vertical incidence. Keep any in-room electrometer out of the direct beam.
While performing tests 2 to 5, observe and check the performance of all
the output features including the display and printer.
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2. Post irradiation signal drift: Arm the unit for measurement and irradiate
it with 100 MU. Note the display reading immediately after the irradiation terminates. Keep the unit in measurement mode and observe the
change in display for 1 minute—the change should be less than 0.5%.
For tests 3 to 5, it is advisable to simultaneously irradiate an ion chamber to confirm accelerator output constancy during the tests.
3. Short-term reproducibility: For each diode, record the readings for ten
exposures of 100 MU each. For each diode, the coefficient of variation
(standard deviation/average) should be <1%.
For the next two tests, it is assumed that the accelerator output linearity
with MU and the extent to which dose/MU depends on average dose rate
(MU/min) have been confirmed with an ion chamber during routine accelerator QA procedures. If differences exceeding 1% are seen in the diode
responses (especially if several diodes are being tested together and behave
similarly) and an ion chamber has not been simultaneously irradiated, recheck
these aspects of the accelerator output before assuming that the problem lies
with the diode system.
4. Dependence on average dose-rate: If the accelerator output (dose/MU)
does not vary with average dose rate, the diode readings/MU should not
vary. For each diode, record the readings for five exposures of 100 MU
each at the minimum average dose rate (MU/min) in clinical use and
average the readings. Then record the readings for five 100 MU exposures
at the maximum MU/min in clinical use and average these readings. The
ratio of the average reading at maximum to minimum MU/min should be
between 0.98 and 1.02. See section 2.4.1.1 (CPC electrometers) for a
possible cause of a larger discrepancy.
5. Dose linearity: For each diode, record and average the readings for five
exposures at ~20 MU (or the lowest MU expected for in vivo dosimetry)
to obtain Average (Min MU). Record and average the readings for five
exposures of the same field at the highest MU expected for in vivo
dosimetry to obtain Average (Max MU). Keep the MU/min constant. The
ratio
Average (Max MU)
Average (Min MU)

÷

Max MU
Min MU

should be between 0.98 and 1.02.
6. TBI tests: see section 11.
Problems or questions raised by acceptance measurements should be resolved
before proceeding with calibration, correction factor measurements, and clinical
use. If you cannot isolate the problem, consult with the vendor’s technical sup24

port group and provide them with relevant supporting data. Only if such discussions confirm the problem should the system be returned for repair.

5 CALIBRATION
The first step in commissioning a new system or a new diode for clinical use
is to measure a calibration factor for each diode. The calibration relates to the
combination of diode and electrometer, and changing either the electrometer or
the diode requires a new calibration.
Although the diode is irradiated on rather than inside a solid surface, its
reading is proportional to the dose at points of interest within the phantom or
patient. Calibration relates the diode readings under reference conditions of
field size and SSD to the dose at a chosen point within a water phantom—the
diode dosimetry reference point (DDRP). The reference point and reference
conditions for diode dosimetry may differ from the beam calibration reference
point and conditions. For further discussion of the depth of the DDRP, see section 5.1.1. The diode dosimetry reference field size and SSD are often chosen
to be typical of clinical use conditions rather than the conditions required by
TG-51.64
The diode calibration factor is defined as the ratio of Dw(cal), the dose to
water at the DDRP under the diode dosimetry reference conditions, to R(cal),
the diode reading, for the same MU and under the same reference conditions.
This definition is consistent with the ESTRO reports.14,24
In general, Dw(cal) is determined from ion chamber measurements and clinical beam data. Section 5.1.2 describes the use of clinical beam data to relate
linac beams calibrated according to TG-51 and diode dosimetry calibrations
using different reference conditions, such as dmax for the depth of the DDRP.
The calibration factor, Fcal , is given by
F =
cal

D (cal)
w

,

(2)

MU
.
R(cal)

(3)

R(cal)

or alternatively, by
D (cal)
w

F =
cal

MU
The two definitions give numerically and dimensionally identical results, but
they are conceptually different in that equation (3) permits the use of different
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MU for the ion chamber and the diode irradiations. The dimensions of Fcal are
dose/reading (units of cGy/reading or Gy/reading), where the electrometer-user
interface determines the units of the reading, R. For electrometers designed for
in vivo diode measurements, the calibration factor is often imbedded in the system’s display, so the display reads directly as “dose.” In such cases, the user
either adjusts a potentiometer so that the display agrees with the measured dose
at the DDRP or inputs this dose to a computer that calculates and stores the calibration factor. Because systems with a potentiometer usually allow only one
adjustment, their readings are the dose represented by the diode response under
one set of reference conditions. The dose for other reference conditions is
obtained by multiplying the display value by a measured correction factor; as
an example, see section 6.1.2. In vivo dosimetry systems with a computer interface are more flexible and often allow several calibration factors to be saved for
a single diode so that doses corresponding to different calibration conditions
can be displayed by menu choice.
We will denote the diode dosimetry reference conditions by an additional
subscript of the corresponding calibration factor: Fcal, en and Fcal, ex , for entrance
and exit dosimetry, respectively, at typical treatment distances and Fcal, TBI for
TBI entrance dosimetry. If a single diode is used in qualitatively different ways,
either separate calibration measurements can be made for each use condition or
a single calibration factor can be obtained, and correction factors (see section
6) can be measured and applied for the other conditions. In section 5.1, we discuss calibration for entrance dosimetry at typical treatment distances, (SSD
between approximately 70 cm and 130 cm for photons, or cone-in-contact with
patient to SSD of 110 to 115 cm for electrons). In section 5.2, we discuss calibration for exit dosimetry at similar distances. Calibration methodology for TBI
distances is conceptually similar and is discussed in section 11.
Because the diode calibration factors link the diode radiation response to the
absolute dose calibration of the therapy machine, it is important to maintain a
complete and coherent record of the beam, phantom, and temperature conditions that exist during calibration.

5.1 Entrance calibration factor, Fcal,en
5.1.1 Calibration conditions
Phantom material: Because in vivo dosimetry diodes are usually not waterproof, most reports recommend calibrating diodes on plastic phantom material
to provide backscatter similar to in vivo.1,3,5,6,20,24,34,62,65,66,67,68,69,70 Below, we assume
that the diodes are calibrated on the surface of a plastic phantom. Figure 5(a)
diagrams a typical entrance calibration setup. Suitable phantom dimensions are
approximately 25×25 cm 2 in area and approximately 10 cm thickness.
Polystyrene or solid water are preferable but, since the phantom is used only to
provide backscatter, other plastics can be used. Many clinics have a plastic
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Figure 5. Schematic diagrams for entrance (a) and exit (b) dose calibration factors.
phantom for routine relative dosimetry and/or output constancy checks, and this
is also suitable for diode calibration. It should be noted that alternative techniques have been successfully applied; See reference 44 for in-air calibration
methods.
Diode dosimetry reference point: In the majority of publications on diode in
vivo dosimetry for photons, the DDRP is on the central axis at depth of dmax for
moderate field sizes (10×10 to 15×15 cm2) in water-equivalent material (as representative examples, see references 3, 4, 5, 14, 24, 65, and 70. Below we refer
to this depth as “dmax” without further discussion of field-size effects on the
buildup region. This depth, which is different for different beam energies, is
approximately equal to the effective thickness of the buildup surrounding the
die for a diode used in its rated energy range (see section 2). If the DDRP is at
dmax , the calibrated diode reading represents the traditional “entrance dose,” and
comparison with much of the in vivo dosimetry literature is simplified.
However, considerations such as more accurate dosimetry modeling at a deeper
depth by the treatment planning system or the direct relationship of 10 cm
depth to the TG-5164 high-energy photon beam calibration may lead a user to
prefer a deeper DDRP.
Diode dosimetry reference beam geometry: Because in vivo dosimetry is not a
primary dose-calibration procedure, the user has flexibility in choice of reference
conditions. Commonly used collimator reference settings for photon entrance in
vivo dosimetry calibration are a 10×10, 15×15 cm2, or a collimator setting typical
of clinical field sizes. Commonly used SSD reference conditions include:
1. Isocenter is coincident with phantom surface (SSD=100 cm for most
linacs).
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2. Isocenter is at the depth of the DDRP.
3. The SSD is representative of clinical use (e.g., SSD=90 cm) to reduce the
need for SSD corrections to the diode reading.34,65
Choosing reference conditions typical of clinical conditions may be less
important for the current generation of photon diodes, as vendor’s specifications indicate small SSD dependence (<1% to 2%) for diodes used within their
stated energy range.
For electron in vivo dosimetry, if the majority of treatments are at SSD=100
cm, method (1) is recommended (SSD=100 cm, 10×10 or 15×15 cone)
although use of other SSD is reported in the literature.71

5.1.2 Determining the dose at the DDRP for entrance dosimetry
The task group recommends checking the accelerator output for constancy
using the clinic’s TG-40-recommended monthly check procedure immediately
before beginning diode calibration. The constancy check is “performed by a
physicist with an ionometric dosimetry system that is acceptable for calibration
by an Accredited Dosimetry Calibration Laboratory”12(p.592) and the appropriate
temperature/pressure corrections are applied.12(p.589) The diode calibration is then
“slaved” to the results of the constancy measurement. Of course, if the physicist
corrects the accelerator output before proceeding, the diode calibration is
slaved to the results of the final, confirming constancy measurement.
As an example, suppose the TG-51 calibration of a linac photon beam with
100 cm source-to-isocenter distance (SID) is performed with a 10×10 cm2 collimator setting at SSD=100 cm. Suppose the diode dosimetry reference conditions are reference depth of dmax, phantom at SSD=90 cm and collimator setting
of 15×15 cm 2. Suppose also that d max is the reference depth for the clinical
dosimetry data tables [the phantom scatter factor, Sp is determined at dmax , TMR
(tissue-maximum ratio) rather than TPR (tissue-phantom ratio) used] and that
the dosimetry calculation data such as the percent depth doses (PDDs) are
acquired at SSD=100 cm. Finally, suppose that Dw,0 /MU is the dose per MU to
water at the TG-51 reference point under TG-51 reference conditions as determined by the constancy check. The corresponding dose per MU to water for the
diode entrance dosimetry calibration reference conditions, D w,en(cal)/MU, is
calculated from the clinical beam data:

Dw,en (cal )
MU

2

Dw,0 
 100 + d max 
100

=
⋅
S C (15 × 15) S P (13.5 × 13.5) 
 . (4)

MU  PDD(10 × 10 , 10 ) 
 90 + d max 

As an approximation, Sp is evaluated for the field size at the surface rather
than at SSD+dmax . If the constancy check measurements show that Dw,0 /MU is
1% high, Dw(cal)/MU reflects that result.
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For electrons, a similar calculation involving cone factors (and airgap factors, depending on the SSD) would be made. With this process, the dose per
MU at the DDRP is determined in a manner that is both practical and traceable
to the TG-51 beam calibration.

5.1.3 Entrance calibration measurements
1. Perform the TG-40 monthly constancy check.
2. Fasten the diode(s) securely to the phantom entrance surface, not in any
special calibration fixture. The entire length of a cylindrical diode or the
flat side of a hemispherical diode should be in direct contact with the
phantom. No additional buildup should be placed over the diodes unless
the diode’s intrinsic buildup is insufficient and will be supplemented by a
permanent buildup cap in vivo.21,51,72 Several diodes rated for the same
beam quality and connected to independent electrometer channels can be
calibrated simultaneously in a single beam, providing the diodes are all
within the flat, inner 80% of the field, at least 2 cm from any field edge,
and approximately 1 cm from a neighboring diode to reduce the effect of
secondary photon or electron scatter on the diode readings.
Many authors, including references 3, 14, 24, and 65, describe calibration with simultaneous ion chamber and diode measurements, and the
diodes shifted slightly so they do not shadow the chamber. Most of these
papers, which predate TG-51, place the chamber on axis at dmax and determine the dose at the DDRP from the corrected chamber readings (e.g.,
with TG-21 correction factors). A further justification for this methodology given in many European papers14,24 is that it accounts for unexpected
linac output fluctuations.
3. Because of the diode SVWT, record the phantom temperature at calibration to allow for temperature corrections in vivo. (Reference 45 reports
equilibration half-times of 0.5 to 1.5 minutes and full equilibration times
of 10 minutes to an ~31 °C skin temperature). If temperature correction
is of particular concern, consider raising the linac room temperature to
25° to 27 °C during the calibration or calibrating the diodes in contact
with a warmed surface, as described in references 24, 45, and 72.
4. If the diode reading is R for M MU, Fcal,en is determined from equations (4)
and either (2) or (3).
5. Because individual diode sensitivities differ, it is common for each diode
to have a different Fcal,en .
6. Determine a separate calibration factor for each beam energy at which a
diode will be used.
7. Entrance calibration factors for photon and electron diodes are measured
in the same way.
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5.2 Exit calibration factor, Fcal,ex
If the diode system will also be used for exit dosimetry, many physicists
measure an exit calibration factor, Fcal,ex ,3,14,34,62,65,73 since scatter conditions, dose
per pulse, and diode position relative to the reference point are different for
entrance and exit dosimetry. An alternative approach is to determine an exit
dose correction factor (see section 6).

5.2.1 Exit calibration conditions
The phantom can be irradiated through the radiolucent couch insert from
directly below the couch with the diodes on the top (exit) surface [figure 5(b)]
or a vertical phantom may be irradiated by a horizontal beam. 3 Exit diode
dosimetry reference conditions include the SSD, the collimator setting, and the
phantom thickness, t cal . Exit dosimetry for other thicknesses is dealt with
through thickness correction factors (see section 6.3). The most common DDRP
for exit in vivo dosimetry is on the central axis at dmax “upstream” of the exit
surface (depth of tcal – dmax) as shown schematically in figure 5(b)3,62,65,73 Various
SSD choices are reported including SSD=100 cm,3,73 or an exit calibration SSD
and phantom thickness which are typical of clinical condition.34 The same temperature considerations apply as for entrance calibration.

5.2.2 Determining the dose to water at the diode exit-dosimetry
reference point
The dose at the exit DDRP under the reference conditions can be inferred
from the ion chamber output constancy measurement of D w,o /MU (section
5.1.2) and the clinical beam data.
As an example, suppose the diode exit dosimetry reference conditions are
SSD=90 cm, collimator setting 15×15, phantom thickness t=20 cm, and the exit
DDRP is on the central axis at dmax upstream of the exit surface, and suppose
the clinical PDD tables were acquired at an SSD of 100 cm. Then
Dw,ex (cal )
MU

=

 100 + d max 
 PDD (13.5 × 13.5, 20 − d max ) 
 SC (15 × 15) SP (13.5 × 13.5) ⋅  90 + d  ⋅ F . (5)
MU 
PDD(10 × 10 , 10 )


max 
Dw,0

2

⋅

Here F is the Mayneord F factor connecting the PDD at SSD=100 and SSD=90
cm. If the diode reading for M MU is Rex(cal) then Fcal,ex is determined from
equations (5) and (2) or (3).
Exit dosimetry calibration using the clinical PDD or TMR data to determine
Dw,ex(cal)/MU relates the diode reading to the exit dose with full backscatter.
This facilitates comparison with hand calculations and the calculations of most
treatment planning systems, but the true dose, as measured with an ion chamber at the exit DDRP, may be several percent lower.52,74,75 Some papers describe
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calibrations which measure the exit dose with an ion chamber at depth (tcal –
dmax). To improve comparison with calculated exit doses, these authors apply a
correction factor to account for the loss of backscatter76 or make the ion chamber measurements with full backscatter.34

5.2.3 Positioning considerations for exit-dosimetry calibration
If the phantom contains an ion chamber, either the diodes are shifted slightly
off-center to avoid its shadow or the chamber is replaced by a solid slab to prevent perturbation of the exit photon fluence. The diodes should be positioned
on the exit surface, placed exactly as for entrance calibration. This is also how
they should be positioned for in vivo measurements. It is important that the flat
side of a hemispherical diode be in contact with the phantom because there is
minimal buildup on the flat side and approximately d max of buildup on the
curved side. Placing hemispherical diodes incorrectly can result in a measurement error of up to 10%.

6 CORRECTION FACTORS
Correction factors account for changes in the diode response when measurement and calibration conditions are different. The corrections made in an individual clinical practice depend on the accuracy desired from in vivo dosimetry,
the diode system used, and the treatment techniques that will be monitored.
TG-62 advises that even if one does not intend to use correction factors clinically, they should be spot-checked when the diode system is commissioned so
that their effects are understood and their omission can be justified.
The correction factor for a change of variable X from calibration conditions,
(cal), is defined by
D ( X)
w

R(X)
,
CF =
D (cal)
X

(6)

w

R(cal)
or equivalently, by
D ( X)
w

CF =
X

D (cal)
w

R(X)
R(cal)
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.

(7)

Here Dw(X) is the dose to water at the DDRP under conditions X (e.g., SSD,
field size, temperature) which differ from calibration. Dw(X) is either inferred
from clinical beam data or measured as part of the diode commissioning with
an ion chamber placed at the DDRP under conditions X. R(X) is the diode reading under conditions X, and Dw(cal) and R(cal) are the corresponding quantities under calibration conditions. Note that the denominator of equation (6),
[Dw(cal)/R(cal)], is the calibration factor, Fcal . The dose to the DDRP, Ddiode(X),
which is inferred from the diode reading R(X) made under conditions X, is
given by
Ddiode ( X ) = CFX ⋅ Fcal ⋅ R( X ) .

(8)

We follow the same convention in defining the correction factors as ESTRO.24
Accordingly, conditions which increase the diode sensitivity relative to calibration conditions have correction factors which are less than unity. Note that some
of the literature uses “diode response factors” which are the inverse of these
correction factors.65,77
There are three classes of correction factors—beam-dependent factors (correction for SSD, field sizes, or beam modifiers), intrinsic factors (correction for
temperature or diode orientation), and factors that depend on patient variables
(e.g., body contour or thickness). We denote the beam and phantom correction
factors as Ci (e.g., CSSD for SSD correction factor) and the intrinsic response correction factors by K i (e.g., K T for the temperature correction factor). It is
assumed that the correction factors are independent of each other—for example, that the field-size correction factors measured at two different SSD are
equal within measurement uncertainty. If this is the case, when measurement
and calibration conditions differ in several ways, involving n1 beam-dependent
factors, (X1, , … Xn1), and n2 intrinsic factors (x1, , … xn2), Dinf is given by
Dinf ( X1 ,... X n1 , x1 ,... x n2 ) =

 ∏ i = 1→ n 2 K ( x i )∏ j=i®n1 C j ( X j )  Fcal R( X1 ,... X n1 , x1 ,... x n 2 ) . (9)

Since field size, SSD, and beam modifiers all change the instantaneous dose
rate, such independence is only approximate. However, the successful use of
equation (9) in numerous clinical applications of in vivo dosimetry (including
those in our references) suggests that the approximation is good.
Measurements confirming the independence of field size and SSD correction
factors for Scanditronix EDP-20 and EDP-30 diodes at 18 MV and 25 MV are
reported in the ESTRO report.24 Measurements by a member of TG-62 (DK)
for n- and p-type Isorad diodes at 18 MV demonstrate independence of wedge
and SSD correction factors. On the other hand, recent work43 demonstrates that
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SVWT varies with the instantaneous dose rate for diodes with insufficient preirradiation.
Vendors provide product-specific information about some of the characteristics discussed below. However, correction factors intended for clinical use
should be measured for each diode because they may be different even for
diodes from the same manufacturing batch.4,65,73 Correction factors from other
users, vendors, or the literature should not be substituted. If one’s measurements confirm that it is sufficiently accurate to apply an average correction factor for a class of treatment fields (e.g., an average SSD correction for all
prostate fields at 15 MV)21,65 or for a batch of “identical” diodes at one beam
energy3,37,51 the simplification is worthwhile.
Older diodes and diodes used outside their specified energy range may
require larger correction factors than current vendor-specified values. Often,
correction factors that differ greatly from unity indicate a defective diode.
While TG-62 recommends using diodes within the energy range for which they
were designed, some publications document the successful use of diodes rated
for high megavoltage photons in lower energy beams.61 Of course, these diodes
must be calibrated separately for the energies of use.
The most important correction factors are discussed below for treatments at
conventional SSD; correction factors for TBI are discussed in section 11. The
same precautions should be taken for correction factor measurements as for calibration, including careful diode positioning, known phantom temperature, and
confidence in beam characteristics based on recent routine accelerator QA. It is
assumed that the response linearity of the diode system was established at
acceptance.

6.1 Beam-dependent correction factors
6.1.1 Entrance SSD correction factor, CSSD
The setup for determining the entrance SSD correction factor, CSSD, is identical to that used for entrance dose calibration [section 5.1and figure 5(a)] except
that measurements are made at different SSD, covering the range expected during treatment. The same procedure is used for photons and electrons. The collimator (or cone/insert) is kept at the calibration reference size. The correction
factor is given by

 D (SSD)   D (SSD) 

 

R(SSD) 
R(SSD) 
,
=
=
 D (SSD) 
F
 R(SSD) 
w

C

SS D

w

w

cal

cal
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cal,en

(10)

where SSDcal is the diode calibration SSD. Three effects contribute to CSSD . One
is the purely geometric effect of the different distances from source to ion
chamber and source to diode. One is the instantaneous dose-rate or dose-perpulse dependence of diode response described in section 2.2.3. The third effect,
important for diodes with inadequate buildup, is dose from contaminant electrons. Thus, the magnitude and range of variation of CSSD depend on the overall
structure of the diode, including n-type or p-type, level of doping, and history
of radiation damage, and thickness and material of buildup.37,51,78 Some publications37,44,48 isolate the dose-per-pulse dependence by placing the diode under
extra buildup or by changing the gun current to vary the dose per pulse.
However, the clinical CSSD includes all three effects and should be measured
with the diode exposed to the beam as it is for in vivo dosimetry. As an example, figure 6 shows measured CSSD values for six modern photon diodes, all used
within their designed energy ranges [source-to-detector distance (SDD)=SSD].
Although some reports state56 that CSSD for electrons is close to unity, individual users should check literature statements with their own measurements.
Many papers on diode in vivo dosimetry describe measurements and magnitudes of CSSD . These include references 3, 5, 6, 24, 34, 37, 44, 60, 65, 77, and
78 for photons and 45, 56, 65, and 66 for electrons.

6.1.2 Exit dose as a correction factor, Cex,std
Rather than using a separate exit dose calibration factor, Fcal,ex , some workers
express the dose at the exit DDRP under exit diode dosimetry reference conditions by means of a multiplicative correction factor applied to Fcal,en .65 The same
diode measurements are made as are described in section 5.2 and Dw,ex(cal),
and Rex(cal) are determined as described in section 5.2. Taking Dw(exitstd) =
Dw,ex(cal) and R(exitstd) = Rex(cal), the exit dosimetry correction factor, Cex,std is
calculated as

C

ex,std

=

 Dw (exitstd ) 
 R (exit ) 
ex
std

.

(11)

Fcal,en

6.1.3 Exit SSD correction factors
Measurements to determine the SSD correction factor for photon exit
dosimetry, CSSD,ex , use the same setup, phantom thickness and diode positioning
as for determination of Fcal,ex or Cex,std but the SSD is varied over the expected
range of treatment distances. The exit and entrance dosimetry SSD correction
factors need not be equal.62,65,73
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Figure 6. SDD correction factors for diodes measured at the surface in a full scatter phantom under (a) 6MV. (b) 18 MV. + – Isorad Red (n-type),  – Isorad-3
Gold, ‡ – EDP103G, x – QED Red (n-type), and o – QED Gold (n-type) (cf. references 106 and 109).
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6.1.4 Entrance field-size correction factor, CFS
The term “field size” here refers to the irradiated field at the depth of the
entrance DDRP. If this is dmax, the field-size correction factor, CFS , relates the
diode readings to the total scatter factor, Sc, p .53 Most reports use the same setup
for measurements of CFS as for diode entrance dosimetry except that the collimator setting (CS) differs from the calibration setting, CScal . From equation (7),
CFS is given by

 Dw (CS ) 
 D (CS ) 
w
cal
.
C FS =
 R(CS ) 
 R(CS ) 
cal

(12)

If the DDRP depth is at dmax, then

C FS =

 Sc,p (CS ) 
 S (CS ) 
c,p

cal

 R(CS ) 
 R(CS ) 
cal

.

(13)

Equation (13) is exact if the same SSD was used for diode calibration and
for measurement of the clinically used Sc,p and the approximation is within 1%
if the SSD changes within a range of ±20 cm. Thus Sc,p(CS) and Sc,p(CScal) can
be obtained from the clinical data tables without need of new ion chamber
measurements.
Figure 7 is an example of CFS for two diode models in a 6 MV photon beam.78
In general, values of CFS reported in literature depend on diode internal construction and buildup materials3,5,18,37,51,73,79, and strong variation of CFS may indicate inadequate intrinsic buildup.21,72 While CFS defined above is only strictly
valid for unblocked fields, if blocking is not extreme and the equivalent field
size at dmax is FS, equation (13) is a good approximation for CFS with Sc,p(CS)
replaced by Sc(CS)Sp(FS). The presence of blocks has little effect3,24,81 except for
extreme blocking 65 and/or short SSD. 37,68 See references 44 and 80 for an
unusual approach which accounts for scatter from blocks in both diode response
and calculation of expected dose.
For electrons, CFS measurements should include at least the open cones and
representative inserts. If the same cone and SSD are used for diode calibration
and clinical cone-output factor measurements, the clinical factors can be substi36

Figure 7. Entrance CFS for two diode models in a 6 MV photon beam (from reference 78).
tuted for new ion chamber measurements. One report65 states that a set of electron diodes showed no more than 2% variation from the calibration response
for all cones and for energies from 6 MeV to 20 MeV. However, other workers66
used a database of measured field-size correction factors in their electron beam
in vivo dosimetry program.

6.1.5 Exit field-size correction factor, CFS,ex
The setup for photon beam exit dosimetry measurements of the field-size
correction factors is the same as for determination of Fcal,ex (or Cex,std). While
equation (12) holds, the replacement of ion chamber measurements by clinical
data output factors is not valid. Reports in the literature21,65,67 indicate that the
exit field size correction factor, C FS,ex is diode and energy dependent. While
some report it is almost unity,73 others report ~5% differences at large field
sizes.65

6.1.6 Entrance accessory correction factor, CAC
The presence of an accessory such as a physical wedge or compensator or a
block tray is accounted for by an accessory correction factor. Let AF0 be the
ratio of ion chamber readings per MU at the DDRP in phantom with and with37

out the accessory. Let AFdiode be the ratio of diode readings per MU with and
without the accessory with the diode on the phantom surface, positioned as for
in vivo dosimetry. Although all beam parameters are the same for the measurements of AF0 and AFdiode , these two ratios need not be equal and the accessory
correction factor, CAC , corrects for the difference. For a wedge or block tray, AF0
is the factor at or near the depth of the DDRP. Often, this was measured when
the linac was commissioned, and it is sufficient to use the factors from the clinical data tables rather than make new ion chamber measurements. From equation (7), the accessory correction factor, CAC , is given by

CFAC =

AF0

.

(14)

AFdiode

For a given diode and beam energy, each accessory has its own correction
factor. Dose per pulse dependence and beam hardening are partially responsible for the accessory correction factors37,44,73,78 and contaminant electrons play a
role for diodes with insufficient buildup.51,60 References on clinical applications
of physical wedge correction factors include 3, 37, 44, 65, 77, 78, and 81 and
on block tray and blocks.37,44,68 No correction factor was reported necessary for
a dynamic wedge.24 The task group found no literature on correction factors for
internal (universal) wedges (see footnote to section 8).

6.1.6.1 Wedges
Central axis: For wedges on the central axis, AF0 is the central axis wedge
factor available from the clinical data tables. AFdiode should be determined from
the average of the diode measurements with the wedge inserted in each of its
orientations to eliminate effects of small offsets of the wedge center relative to
central axis. Diode placement is important; the diode center should be centered
at the beam axis, and the long axis of a cylindrical diode should be oriented
along the non-wedged direction. Table III demonstrates that the wedge correction factor depends on both the wedge angle and the type of diode.78
Off-axis: Off-axis measurements in wedged fields are necessary if in vivo
dosimetry is performed when the central axis is blocked or near a field edge
(e.g., the tangents in a single-isocenter, three-field breast technique). It is
advised that correction factors be determined for several conveniently spaced
off-axis points along the wedge direction65 so that values at intermediate points
can be interpolated. At each point, the numerator of equation (14) is the corresponding off-axis wedge factor from the clinical data tables and the denominator is the ratio of the diode readings with and without the wedge. In general,
diode positioning for wedged-field measurements is critical. Off-axis correction
factors are particularly important for diodes with a large central axis correction
factor such as the 6 MV ISORAD diodes in Table III.
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Table III. Examples of central axis wedge correction factors measured on a
Varian 2100C for two types of diodes; field size 10×10 cm2 (After reference 78).
6 MV Cwedge
Wedge

18 MV Cwedge

QED
(p-type)

ISORAD
(n-type)

QED
(p-type)

ISORAD
(n-type)

15°

1.01

1.02

1.01

1.00

30°

1.01

1.03

1.00

1.01

45°

1.02

1.06

1.01

1.04

60°

1.03

1.07

1.01

1.05

A point can be specified by its distance from the central axis at the level of
isocenter, and whether it is toward the wedge heel or toe. For in vivo measurements in other planes, a magnification correction back to the isocenter
plane determines the off-axis correction factor. For example, if the diode is at
4 cm toward the toe of the wedge and at SSD=80 cm, the correction factor
determined at 5 cm toward the toe in the isocenter plane (4/80×100 cm)
should be used. A similar approach can be applied to compensator filters, 44
although for custom compensators individual ion chamber measurements are
necessary.

6.1.6.2 Blocking tray
Correction factors for blocking tray (C BT ) are reported in the literature.5,18,37,44,51,79 The numerator in equation (14) is the tray transmission factor
from the clinical data tables. Values of CBT differing from unity are reported51
especially for diodes with inadequate buildup, where CBT also depends on the
diode distance from the tray.60,68 There are reports where blocks further affect
the diode readings for entrance measurements.44,51,68 However, CBT is expected to
be close to 1.0 for modern diode detectors with sufficient buildup thickness to
remove contaminant electrons.51

6.1.7 Accessory correction factors for exit dosimetry
Wedge and compensator correction factors for exit dosimetry21,65,73 can be
measured in a similar fashion to those for entrance dosimetry, but with the
diodes positioned as for exit dose calibration. It is particularly important to
assure the diode location relative to central axis.

6.2 Intrinsic correction factors
Since intrinsic correction factors are determined only by properties of the
diode, their measurement does not involve a change in beam characteristics. In
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equations (6) and (7), Dw(X) and Dw(Xcal) are identical and the equation for an
intrinsic correction factor simplifies to

Ki =

R (cal )

.

(15)

R (X )

6.2.1 Temperature correction factor, KT
The temperature correction factor at temperature T for a diode calibrated at
Tcal is defined as

KT =

R(Tcal )

.

(16)

R (T )

The physics behind the diode sensitivity variation with temperature (SVWT) is
discussed in section 2.2.3. The temperature coefficient that determines the
SVWT is reported to range between 0.6%/°C 24,32,37,41,42,73 and 0.3%/°C 43 with
lower values characterizing newer-model diodes. Table IV presents measured
temperature coefficients for samples of eight currently marketed diodes. The
apparent dependence on beam energy is attributed to the difference in instantaneous dose rate between linacs and Co-60.43 The diode sensitivity increases
as the temperature increases so that KT is less than unity when the diode is
above the calibration temperature. If a diode is calibrated at therapy-room
temperatures (20 °C), the dose inferred from uncorrected in vivo readings
made with the diode equilibrated to patient-skin temperatures (28° to 34
°C)45 can be over 3% high, even with a state-of-the art diode. The effect of
SVWT is reduced if the diodes are calibrated at a higher temperature or if in
vivo measurements are made quickly after placing the diode on the patient
skin, as it takes 3 to 5 minutes to reach 90% of the equilibrium temperature,
depending on diode construction, thermal contact, and room and skin temperature.45 At present, at least one commercial system provides automatic temperature compensation.
To measure KT , the diode is irradiated at several known temperatures. This
can be accomplished by taping the diode to a thermally conductive surface in
contact with a water bath of variable and measurable temperature. 45,48,61,70,72
One group 43 protected diodes with a thin waterproof sleeve and irradiated
them in a water bath. The diode should be in thermal contact long enough to
establish thermal equilibrium (time scales of ~10 minutes for full equilibrium).43,45 It is possible to measure the diode temperature directly by operating it as a thermister.44,45
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Table IV. Temperature Coefficients for n-type and p-type diodes.
All measurements were made at depth of 5 cm, 10×10 cm2, SSD = 100 cm.
(TG-62 members AS and TM (private communication) and reference 43)
Temperature Coefficient
Diode Type

Type

6 MV
(%/°C)

15, 18 or 20 MV
(%/°C)

Co-60
(%/°C)

Isorad Gold 1,
unirradiated

n-type

0.06

0.05 (20 MV)

0.45 (T1000)

Isorad Gold 2,
unirradiated

n-type

0.08

0.10 (20 MV)

0.16 (T1000)

Isorad Red

n-type

0.22

0.21 (20 MV)

0.37 (T1000)

QED unirradiated

p-type

0.27

0.25 (15 MV)

0.34 (T Phoenix)

QED Blue Diode

p-type

0.30

0.31 (15 MV)

0.30 (T780)

QED Gold

n-type

0.63

0.65 (18 MV)

—

QED Red

n-type

0.66

0.62 (18 MV)

—

QED Red Diode

p-type

0.29

0.29 (15 MV)

0.29 (T780)

Scanditronix
EDP-10 3G

p-type

0.25

+/–0.1

+/–0.1

Scanditronix
EDP-HL 3G

p-type

0.25

+/–0.1

+/–0.1

Accounting for SVWT in vivo is most important for long irradiation times,
such as TBI. For short diode-skin contact times, if spot measurements confirm
that SVWT is small relative to the accuracy desired from the measurements,
temperature correction may be omitted,42 or an average KT based on a temperature increase estimated from temperature measurements on volunteers may be
used.71 Significant variations in KT have been observed within one batch of the
same type of diodes.4,37 Thus decisions regarding K T should be based on inhouse measurements rather than generic values of the SVWT.

6.2.2 Angular dependence correction factor, K 
The angular dependence of diode response is partly due to the diode buildup
configuration and partly due to scatter from the phantom on which the diodes
rest. Because both effects cause the response to depend on the incident angle of
the beam relative to the diode, it is desirable for vendors to provide data for K
that specify the measurement geometry. Most often, clinical K measurements
are made with the diode on the surface of a flat phantom.  is defined as the
angle between the beam central axis for the measurement and the beam axis
direction during diode calibration (see figure 4). Section 2.3.1 gives a general
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discussion of cylindrical and hemispherical diodes. Representative diodes are
shown in figure 2 and figure 3, and the geometry of “axial” and “tilt” angular
dependences is shown in figure 4. To measure the axial response of a cylindrical diode, the beam axis rotates in the plane perpendicular to the diode axis,
while for the tilt response, the beam axis rotates in the plane parallel to the
cylinder axis. For axial dependence of hemispherical diodes, the beam axis
rotates in the plane perpendicular to the cable; for tilt, the beam axis rotates in
the plane of the cable. For hemispherical diodes, axial and tilt directional
dependences are approximately equal.
From equation (12), the angular response correction factor is given by

Kθ =

R (θ = 0 )
R (θ)

.

(17)

The angular dependences quoted in the literature3,19,24,37,60,66 and by vendors
are for entrance measurements. In the literature reviewed by TG-62, the angular correction factor for exit dosimetry is set to unity or not mentioned, and no
detailed description of its measurements are presented. Figure 8 shows examples of K for two diodes with hemispherical/conical symmetry37 in which K
exceeds 5% for angles above 45°. Cylindrical diodes have weaker axial angular
dependence than hemispherical diodes. 46 The need for angular correction is
reduced by positioning the diode so that the beam is as close to normal incidence as possible.
Measurements of K for electron dosimetry diodes can be made similarly to
those for photon diodes. Literature describes measurements in electron beams
incident on a flat phantom,66 on a cylindrical phantom,49 and in a foam holder.56
The latter two methods allow a larger range of gantry angle, but measurements
on a flat phantom more closely simulate clinical placements. Because of the
effect of obliquity on electron beam dose distributions, clinical electron beams
are often at approximately normal incidence and K is close enough to unity to
be omitted.
Throughout the above discussion, we have neglected the change in dose distribution due to an oblique beam incidence, though this affects the comparison
of the diode reading with the treatment plan.

6.3 Patient dependent correction factors: Thickness, Cthick,
and gap, Cgap
Changes in instantaneous dose rate, photon spectrum, and beam scatter may
cause exit diode readings for arbitrary patient thicknesses to have a different
ratio to the dose at the exit reference depth than for calibration conditions.3,34,62,65,73,76
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Figure 8. Angular correction factors for two models of diodes; both have hemispherical/conical symmetry (Reprinted with permission from N. Jornet, M. Ribas,
T. Edualdo. “In vivo dosimetry: Intercomparison between p-type based and n-type
based diodes for the 16-25 MV energy range,” Med Phys 27:1287–1293.
Copyright 2000 American Association of Physicists in Medicine).
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Let Dw,ex (t)/MU be the dose to water per MU at the exit diode dosimetry reference depth in a phantom of thickness, t, as calculated from the clinical depth
dose data. Then, from equation (6),
Dw , ex (t )
C thick (t ) =

MU ⋅ R(t cal ) .
Dw , ex (t cal ) R(t )

(18)

MU
In the measurements of R(tcal) and R(t), the field size and SSD are the same as
for the exit diode dosimetry calibration but the phantom thickness is changed to
cover the clinically relevant range.
For entrance measurements for a field incident from below the treatment
couch or exit measurements for an AP field, the diode is often taped to the
underside of the couch insert so that the patient does not have to lie on it. This
produces a gap between the diode and the patient’s skin. Further gaps at these
and other beam angles are introduced by immobilizing molds.81 Gaps cause
changes in both source to diode distance and scattering conditions relative to
the calibration conditions on a solid phantom surface. A gap correction factor
or combined thickness and gap correction factors for exit dosimetry may be
measured by simulating these situations with a range of mold and phantom
thicknesses.4,21,68,70,83

7 CONTINUING QUALITY ASSURANCE OF A DIODE
IN VIVO DOSIMETRY SYSTEM
Continuing QA is a necessary component of a diode-based in vivo dosimetry program. Table V is a sample QA schedule. The rationale for the suggested
frequency of tests is described below, but devising a QA schedule to meet the
needs of an individual practice is the responsibility of the clinical physicist.
Daily/Weekly: The mechanical integrity of the detectors and system cabling
is a constant concern. Therapists should be encouraged to report deterioration
and a documented visual inspection of the diodes in the room and their cabling
should be part of the weekly linac QA.
Weekly, semi-weekly, or monthly: The frequency of these tests should be
determined by the dose received by the diodes and their expected sensitivity
variation with accumulated dose (SVWAD).4,15,21,31,37,41,42,44,47,48 In general, caution
is advised for new users and new diodes. SVWAD, which is discussed in section 2.2, is associated with changes in diode sensitivity and dose-per-pulse and
temperature coefficient42,44 and consequent changes in calibration factor, CSSD,
Cwedge and KT. SVWAD is worse for diodes used in electron or higher photon
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Table V. Sample QA Schedule for an established diode system in frequent use.
Frequency

Procedure

Daily or weekly

Visual inspection
System cabling
Mechanical integrity of diode

Weekly, biweekly,
or monthly

Annually

Battery
replacement

Tolerance

functional
functional

Confirm/reestablish diode
calibration factor based on
monthly linear accelerator
calibration

<2% change

Spot check CFSSD

<2% change

Drift, linearity, confirm/
reestablish diode calibration
factor based on monthly
linear accelerator calibration

Drift, linearity
as at acceptance,
calibration change
<2%

Check all correction factors

<2% change

Check calibration factor
same as monthly QA

<2% change

energy beams 16,31,33,46,84,85 and for old-model diodes. 16 For current generation
diodes, vendors quote SVWAD in photon beams <15 MV at <1% per 250 Gy
(one vendor quotes <0.1% per kGy at 6 MV and <2% per 250 Gy at higher
energies). The expected rate of sensitivity change with clinical use has implications for the frequency of diode calibration.48 The weekly accumulated dose can
be estimated according to clinical use (one diode used for entrance dosimetry
of 5 new patients/wk at 2 Gy/treatment acquires approximately 10 Gy/wk).
Users who suspect high SVWAD and/or have a busy in vivo dosimetry program
may wish to check calibration factors weekly or semi-weekly60 while those with
low usage and/or known low SVWAD find monthly tests sufficient.
Even if the characteristics of a matched set of diodes are the same at commissioning, SVWAD can lead to changes over time depending on each diode’s
radiation history. At least a monthly check of calibration factors for a new system or a new diode is advised for the first 2 to 3 months of use. It is also advisable to spot-check CSSD by comparing the diode response at a short SSD relative
to the calibration SSD (e.g., 80 cm vs. 100 cm). Significant change in C SSD
(≥2%) from the commissioning value warrents measurement of a new set of
SSD correction factors if they are used clinically or implementing them if they
are not. It is advisable to replace a diode for which the SSD correction becomes
too large (>10%).
Annually: TG-62 advises annual QA system tests including repeats of the
post-irradiation signal drift and linearity tests performed at acceptance (see
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section 4) and checks of the calibration factor(s) and the correction factors in
clinical use. Factors which have changed by more than a user-selected amount
(e.g., 2%) from the values established during commissioning or the previous
annual QA should be updated.
Special attention should be paid to C SSD, C wedge, and K T that are known to
change with total accumulated dose. Even if these factors were not used during
the past year, one or more of them may have become sufficiently different from
unity to affect the level of in vivo dosimetry accuracy. It is the physicist’s
responsibility to demonstrate that the need for the correction factors has not
changed over the course of the year.
A useful annual QA test is to perform a phantom simulation of one or more
common treatment scenarios with either a slab or anatomical phantom. By
comparing the diode measurements with calculations and ion chamber or film
measurements, the integrity of the entire in vivo dosimetry chain from dose calculation through diode dosimetry is confirmed.
Special circumstances: Diode calibration should be checked when the
electrometer battery is changed, or if there are substantial machine alterations
affecting the beam output or energies, new collimators, wedges, or electron
cones. Physicists who identify other conditions in their individual practice
that require more frequent QA checks should design a schedule they deem
suitable.

8 CALCULATING EXPECTED DOSES FOR DIODE
IN VIVO DOSIMETRY
Both diode and TLD in vivo dosimetry place a dosimeter on the patient’s
skin and compare its reading with a value calculated from the planned dose distribution in the patient. Therefore, methods that were developed to compare calculated doses with TLD in vivo measurements also apply to diode dosimetry
and are referenced in this task group report.5,14, 69
In diode entrance dosimetry, equation (9) converts the diode reading, R, to
Ddiode , the inferred dose at the diode dosimetry reference depth along the ray
through the diode. Let Dcalc be the calculated dose delivered to some chosen
checkpoint by the planned beam, as calculated with clinical beam data tables
and/or the treatment planning system. There are three equivalent strategies
described below to compare Dcalc with Ddiode .
1. Choose the checkpoint at the depth of the DDRP (e.g., dmax below the
diode). Then each beam has a different checkpoint. Back-calculate Dcalc
from the planned dose delivered by each beam to a point that is significant relative to the treatment plan, such as the ICRU prescription point.86
Use equation (9) to convert R to Ddiode and compare Dcalc with Ddiode .3,20,70
This method is particularly convenient if the diode dosimetry system out-
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put incorporates calibration and correction factors and presents the diode
reading directly as Ddiode . If Dcalc for each beam is provided in a paper or
electronic worksheet, the therapist can easily detect problems “on the fly.”
Alternatively, the product of the calibration and correction factors can be
tabulated in the worksheet, and the therapist can calculate Ddiode from the
diode reading.
2. Choose a checkpoint, P, which is directly related to the planned dose distribution such as the ICRU prescription point. In this case, all the beams
in the treatment plan have the same checkpoint. Dcalc is known from the
treatment plan and/or the prescription. Calculate Ddiode from R [equation
(9)] and use the clinical beam data tables and/or isodose distribution to
calculate the inferred dose at P, Ddiode , P , from Ddiode . Compare Ddiode , P with
the planned dose at P.4,19
3. Choose the checkpoint according to either method (1) or (2) and use the
treatment plan isodose distribution and/or clinical beam data tables to
calculate the Ddiode for each beam. Then calculate the expected diode reading, Rcalc , by inverting equation (9) to get

R

calc

=

D

calc

F

cal , en

∏ K∏C
i

i

j

,

(19)

j

and compare it with the measured diode reading R. This method is quickly
interpreted by a therapist if Rcalc is provided for each field in a worksheet.
These three methods give equivalent information. Which one is used
depends on personal preference and clinical logistics.*
Two different approaches to calculating the expected dose, D calc , are
described in the literature. These are:
1. Use the prescribed dose to calculate Dcalc from clinical data tables or with
the treatment planning computer. This method is used by almost all the
clinical applications referenced in this report.
2. Use the monitor units (MU) in the patient’s chart for each beam together
with the clinical beam data tables to calculate Dcalc .44,79

*A task group member (TZ) uses method 3 for in vivo dosimetry of treatments where a
fraction f of the calculated dose Dcalc is delivered with a universal wedge and (1 – f ) is
delivered with open field. If CFW is the wedge correction factor for a completely wedged
field (f = 1) then
R

c alc

=

 f

CF

W




+ (1 − f )

D
ca lc

F

c al , en

× product of all other correction factors
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These approaches are not equivalent, although both can detect many treatment errors, including incorrect wedge, SSD incorrect by more than 2 to 3 cm,
or delivered MU different from planned MU.
TG-62 favors approach 1 but recognizes that there are differences in clinical
practice and that both methods are established in the literature. Approach 1
requires less input data than approach 2; specifically, knowledge of the planned
dose delivered by the beam of interest (the prescribed dose and beam weight
for each field) and TMR or PDD data tables, but it is independent of wedge,
tray, and output factors. It is directly related to the physician’s prescription, the
fundamental quantity to be confirmed.
Approach 2 starts from the already-calculated MU and reuses the beam data
parameters from which the MU were calculated in the first place, including
treatment accessory factors. The measured dose and expected doses calculated
according to approach 2 can agree even when the MU would deliver the wrong
dose to the prescription point. For example, using approach 2 in the presence of
a dose doubling error, the dose which is back-calculated from the incorrect MU
will agree with the measured dose, though it is twice as large as prescribed.
Although the pre-treatment chart check should have picked up such an error,
serious errors of this sort occasionally are missed by the chart checker, and an
important function of in vivo dosimetry is to catch them further downstream in
the QA process. If a chart check already missed this error, approach 2 risks
missing it again, especially if the in vivo dosimetry reviewer looks only at
agreement between in vivo measurements and calculation.
For entrance dosimetry, the calculation of Dcalc , either manually or from the
treatment planning system, is straightforward.5,53,74 Detailed discussion of methods for efficiently combining inferred doses from entrance and exit dosimetry to
obtain the total dose at a chosen point in the patient is beyond the scope of this
report, and readers are referred to the literature.5,14(Ch 1),19,69,76,87,88

9 POSITIONING CONSIDERATIONS
Incorrect diode placement is a frequent cause of diode readings that trigger
clinical investigation because they exceed action levels.6,20,34,62,66,70,81 To accurately
and efficiently use diodes for in vivo dosimetry, correct placement is crucial.
Except for deliberate gaps (see section 6.3.1), there should be secure contact
between the patient’s skin and the diode, with a cylindrical diode in contact
over its entire length and the flat side of a hemispherical diode against the
patient’s skin (c.f. sections 5.1.3, 5.2.2, and 6.3.1). The ray through the diode
center should pass through a point where the dose can both be accurately calculated and back-calculated to the diode dosimetry reference depth. The placement point should b e documented a nd reproducible for follow-up
measurements. The central axis is a reproducible location, but if it is closer than
1 to 2 cm to a field edge, a preferable diode position is near the center of the
irradiated field where the dose gradient is small.4
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A diode in an electron field strongly perturbs the dose distribution.1,48,49,55,66
This is graphically demonstrated in figure 9, a film at dmax of a 9 MeV electron
beam, defined only by 20×20 cm jaws. Three different diodes, each intended
for electron dosimetry, are on the phantom surface at corners of a 3 cm square.
Each diode reduces the dose by at least 15% over an ~1 cm diameter region. To
minimize the shadowing effect, if several measurements are made during a
treatment course, the diode location should be changed between fractions.
Because the dose reduction particularly perturbs the dose distribution in a
small electron field, in vivo dosimetry in electron fields of 1 to 2 cm diameter
may be better performed with TLD, and if a diode measurement is necessary,
the effect of the dose perturbation should be carefully considered.
Precise positioning is particularly important in wedged fields, and it is
important that the therapists understand the need for placement precision on the
order of a few millimeters for wedged field measurements. At the level of
isocenter, a 1 cm displacement along the wedge gradient for a 45° or 60° wedge
causes an approximate 3% to 6% dose change. Cases involving combinations of
wedges and obliquely incident beams are especially problematic.81 The axis of a
cylindrical diode should be perpendicular to the wedge gradient to minimize
uncertainties. Diode positioning for exit measurements requires particular care
because it is difficult to discern the diode location relative to aperture edges or
a wedge profile. When entrance and exit diodes are placed simultaneously, they
should be slightly offset to avoid shadowing effects. Portal imaging is advantageous in verifying the exit diode placement and for determining the presence of
tissue inhomogeneities such as bowel gas, lung, femoral heads, or high-density
implants within the field. 4,21,65,87,89 Positioning problems and tissue inhomogeneities lead to greater uncertainties during exit dose measurements.3,7,34,62,79

10 OTHER IN VIVO MEASUREMENT APPLICATIONS
OF DIODES AT STANDARD TREATMENT DISTANCES
Below, TG-62 discusses in vivo dosimetry applications of clinical interest for
which there is little peer-reviewed information regarding diodes. TG-62 recommends great caution in such clinical applications pending further study.

10.1 Out-of-field and skin doses
In vivo dosimetry is often used to estimate doses to normal structures outside of the treatment fields such as eye lens, pacemakers,90 fetal dose,91 and testicular dose.92 While measurements of low out-of-field doses may not require
great relative accuracy, many physicists strongly prefer to use TLD1 to minimize
uncertainty due to photon energy, dose-rate, and angular dependence. A comprehensive comparison of diodes to TLD or ion chambers for in vivo measurement of out-of-field doses has not, to our knowledge, been published. However,
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Figure 9. Film at the dmax of a 9 MeV electron beam with three diodes placed
on the surface of the phantom. The diodes are at three corners of a 3 cm square
centered on central axis. The beam is defined by a 20×20 cm collimator only
(no cone). In clockwise order from the upper left corner, the diodes are
Scanditronix EDD2, Sun Nuclear QED 111200-0, and PTW L991065. The
dose was normalized to the fourth corner of the square49.
out-of-field measurements made in phantom with a commercial diode array
agree well with ion chamber93 measurements. One publication67 reports measurements of contralateral breast doses using diodes rated for 6 to 12 MV and
calibrated for out-of-field measurements by comparing ion chamber measurements at 1.5 cm depth in phantom and diode measurements for a range of distances from the field edge. Scanditronix Wellhöfer provides diodes with
minimal buildup and small angular dependence for “risk organ monitoring” and
advises a similar methodology to relate the diode reading to out-of-field ion
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chamber measurements, and Sun Nuclear provides a diode with no buildup
(stated 0.11 g/cm2) for skin dose measurement (see table I).

10.2 Intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT)
Early in the development of sliding window and step-and-shoot intensitymodulated radiation therapy (IMRT), TLD were used for monitoring treatments,94,95 and there is a recent study96 of diode in vivo dosimetry for such IMRT
treatments. The ability of diodes to accurately measure dynamic intensity modulated fields is not an issue, as demonstrated by the success of linear diode
arrays for phantom measurements in dynamic wedge fields,93 and two-dimensional arrays for dosimetric QA of IMRT fields.97,98 Diode in vivo dosimetry in
dynamic wedge fields is also reported.24,107 However, the reliability of any point
in vivo measurements done in the high gradient setting of IMRT is subject to
question.97,105 Nonetheless, it may be argued that if in vivo point dose measurements are compared with phantom measurements from the same intensity distribution, some very serious delivery errors can be apprehended, including
treatment with a file intended only for port films or the programming of the
incorrect dose per fraction for treatment.

10.3 Kilovoltage therapy
Measurements evaluating the low-buildup skin dose monitoring diode mentioned above for in vivo dosimetry in beams ranging from 20 to 100 kVp indicate that, with further study, such use may be possible.50

11 DIODE IN VIVO DOSIMETRY FOR TOTAL BODY
IRRADIATION (TBI)
11.1 Rationale for in vivo dosimetry for TBI
TBI treatments administer potentially lethal doses in a small number of treatments often using very extended SSD (>300 cm), low dose-rate, nonstandard
patient positions, and a variety of treatment aids such as beam spoilers or partial-transmission lung blocks. Although parallel opposed beams are used (APPA
or opposed laterals) the patient must be turned between beams. Some protocols
mandate a documented level of midplane dose uniformity over the patient’s
body, requiring compensation for missing tissue and lung inhomogeneity. For
these reasons, in vivo dosimetry is strongly recommended99 and is required by
some protocols. While ion chambers, TLD and diodes have been used, the ability to obtain real-time output at multiple anatomical sites with a durable dosimeter makes diodes particularly well suited to TBI in vivo dosimetry. Diodes have
been used alone or in combination with portal films.89 Special requirements for
diode systems intended for TBI measurements are listed in section 3.2.
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11.2 Acceptance, calibration, and correction factors for TBI
Because the TBI irradiation conditions are very different from those for conventional treatments, acceptance testing and calibration of the diodes should be
performed under these conditions. The considerations discussed in section 4
regarding linac dose linearity and dose calibration, diode placement on the
phantom surface, individual diode calibration factors, and written documentation apply to these measurements. The system’s electronics, including cables
connecting to the readout at the console, should be kept out of the direct beam
to prevent radiation damage and spurious readings and to minimize the stem
effect. Recently, systems without cables have become available.

11.2.1 Acceptance measurements
1. Post irradiation signal drift: This test can be performed at a conventional
treatment distance, a simpler setup requiring fewer MU. Because TBI irradiation times are long, the drift tolerances need to be stricter than for conventional distance treatments. At approximately 100 cm SSD, irradiate the
diodes with 100 MU and note the display reading immediately after the
beam goes off. Keep the unit in measurement mode and note the change in
display. After 5 minutes, the change in display should be <0.5%.
For tests 2 and 3, securely fasten the diodes to the entrance surface of
a plastic phantom near central axis at the extended distance and large collimator setting that are used for TBI.
2. Short-term reproducibility: Deliver between three and five exposures
with MU calculated to give a dose of 1 Gy at dmax at the TBI location. Run
the accelerator at the dose-rate (MU/min) appropriate to your TBI treatments. Record the readings of each diode for each exposure. If, after three
exposures, the ratio of maximum to minimum reading for a diode exceeds
1.04, perform two more irradiations. If the ratio of maximum to minimum diode readings in the last four exposures is ≤1.04, accept the last
four readings as accelerator drift during the first irradiation may have
caused the first reading to be an outlier.
3. Dose linearity: Immediately after the short-term reproducibility test,
check dose linearity under TBI conditions. Make five exposures using
MU calculated to give a dose at dmax of 0.2 Gy and average the readings to
obtain Average (Min MU). Similarly, make five exposures at the MU
which would give a dmax dose approximately 10% higher than the maximum expected for TBI in your practice. Average these to obtain Average
(Max MU). The following ratio should be between 0.98 and 1.02:
Average ( Max MU )
Average ( Min MU )
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÷

Max MU
Min MU

Failure to meet these criteria may be due to excessive leakage current.
Especially if this is a new in vivo dosimetry system, consult with the vendor.

11.2.2 Entrance dose calibration
It is assumed that TBI relative dosimetry measurements including TMR and
beam spoiler transmission have already been performed.99 Thus, the ratio, rTBI ,
between Dw,0 /MU, the dose/MU to water under TG-51 reference conditions,
and Dw,TBI,0 /MU, the dose/MU to water at the TBI entrance DDRP for the TBI in
vivo dosimetry reference conditions can be calculated from the standard distance and TBI clinical data tables. The TBI reference conditions include the
SSD, accelerator dose rate, collimator setting, and beam spoiler, if that is commonly used. To calibrate the diodes for TBI in vivo dosimetry under the TBI
reference conditions, first check the accelerator output constancy with the TG40 monthly check procedure at conventional distance (see section 5.1.2). Use
the same MU/min setting as for TBI. Then calculate the dose to water per MU
under TBI reference conditions from
D

w , TB I , 0

MU

r D

=

T BI

w,0

.

(20)

MU

As with calibration at conventional SSD (see section 5.1.2), the diode calibration is slaved to the results of the accelerator output constancy check.
The same phantom can be used for TBI and conventional SSD diode calibration. To establish the entrance calibration factor, Fcal,en,TBI , the diode(s) are
secured flat against the surface, near the central axis on the entrance surface of
the phantom. For in vivo use, the temperature correction to the diode reading
may be significant because of long TBI irradiation times. For diode systems
without automatic temperature compensation, the user may raise the phantom
or the room temperature and perform the TBI calibration at approximate skin
temperature (~31 °C). At minimum, the phantom temperature at calibration
should be recorded and the diodes should be on the phantom long enough (5 to
10 minutes) before irradiation to reach thermal equilibrium.
If the diode reading for irradiation with M MU is R cal,en,TBI , then its TBI
entrance calibration factor is

 M ⋅r ⋅ D 


MU
.
T BI

F

cal ,en , T BI

=

R

cal , en , T BI
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w,0

(21)

Some institutions perform TBI for small children and/or partial-body irradiations at a shorter distance, which is nonetheless far from isocenter (e.g., at floor
level beneath gantry). A separate diode calibration is advised for such situations.
Some protocols shield the lung with partial transmission blocks during TBI
and then boost the chest wall with electrons with the patient on the treatment
couch at a conventional SSD. In vivo dosimetry for these electron fields is handled by electron-beam entrance dosimetry at conventional distance (see sections 5 and 6).

11.2.3 Exit dose calibration
If diodes will also be used to monitor exit doses, either an exit dose calibration factor or an exit dose correction factor should be measured22,72,100 under typical TBI conditions (field size, beam spoiler, etc.) and a representative phantom
thickness, t, and with the entrance surface of the phantom at the TBI SSD.
Dw,ex,TBI /MU, the dose per MU to water at the TBI exit DDRP (usually on the
central axis at depth = dmax upstream of the exit surface), is calculated from
equation (20) and the TBI relative dosimetry data tables. The diodes are fastened to the phantom exit surface, oriented as for exit dose calibration at conventional distances (cf. section 5.2.3), and the phantom temperature is
recorded. If the diode reading for M monitor units is Rcal,ex,TBI , the exit calibration
factor is

Fcal , ex , TBI

 Dw , ex , TBI 


= M  MU  .
 Rcal , ex , TBI 



(22)

Alternatively, the exit diode measurements can be related to the dose at the exit
dosimetry reference point through a correction factor (cf. section 6.1.2).

11.2.4 Correction factors
The SSD correction factor is close to unity because at typical TBI distances
of 300 to 500 cm, distance changes of 1 to 10 cm cause negligible relative
change in instantaneous dose rate, electron contamination, or inverse square.
Therefore, most users omit CSSD,TBI for TBI in vivo dosimetry. If a single collimator setting is used for all TBI irradiations, no field-size correction factor is
required. Finally, with careful diode placement, the TBI fields are incident
approximately normally, eliminating the need for angular correction.
Reports differ on the need for a correction factor to account for patient thickness at exit dose measurement sites.20,22,72,73 This should be assessed by individual users for their own measurement systems and programs. Particular caution
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is needed in interpreting exit measurements when the rays reaching the diode
cross tissue inhomogeneities such as dense bone or lung.
Temperature correction may be significant under TBI conditions, where the
diodes are in contact with the patient for up to an hour. The need for temperature correction can be evaluated by calculating average correction factor based
on temperature measurements on volunteers or the skin of TBI patients,23 and
the diode temperature during treatment can be similarly determined. Possible
diode cooling should be considered if patient repositioning requires lengthy
diode removal and temperature correction is being used. Under such circumstances, an additional few minutes of renewed skin contact before irradiation
should be allowed for re-equilibration.
Need for an accessory correction factor should be assessed if diodes are used
to determine the dose under partial transmission lung-shielding blocks, which
change both instantaneous dose rate and beam quality.72,101

11.3 Phantom measurements to establish action levels
The choice of action levels is important for TBI because of the potentially
lethal doses that are delivered over a small number of fractions. Reasonable levels are a compromise between treatment accuracy and logistic nightmare. For
the entrance dose at the prescription point, ±5% is considered a reasonable
level. At off-axis locations, for exit dosimetry and for combined entrance and
exit dosimetry to assess dose homogeneity, measurements in a slab and/or
anthropomorphic phantom are strongly advised to help determine a realistic
action level.22,72,100,101 If a TBI program has previously used TLD, it is useful to
compare phantom and then patient measurements with the two types of dosimeters for a few (5 to 10 patients) before switching completely to diodes.100

11.4 Continuing QA
The periodic QA schedule is based on the frequency of diode use and on
their estimated SVWAD (see section 7). For a common TBI schedule of 2 Gy
fractions, twice daily to 12 Gy, with in vivo dosimetry at each treatment, a
diode receives approximately 12 Gy per patient so that a single TBI patient is
equivalent to 6 conventional treatment “new starts.” TBI may be infrequent
(sometimes less than 1 or 2 per month), but some institutions use the same
diodes for all treatments on a single linac. The physicist is advised to weigh
these considerations and devise a continuing QA schedule based on estimated
accumulated dose as well as time.
Table VI is a sample of a schedule for an established diode system which is
used only for TBI in vivo dosimetry.
Although diode systems that are designed for TBI are not expected to require
more frequent recalibration, a recent publication57 reports on a system that had
signal degradation equivalent to 5% for 50 Gy over its first 2 months of use,
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Table VI. Sample QA schedule for an established diode system used only for
TBI in a clinical practice with at least one patient per month.
Frequency

Before each use

Procedure

Visual inspection
System cabling
Mechanical integrity of diode

Tolerance

Functional
Functional

Before each new
Confirm constancy of diode
patient for a new
calibration factor
system–then, if
>2–3 patients/month
and stable system,
weekly, semiweekly
or monthly
(reference 72)

<2%

Annually

Drift, linearity, reestablish
diode calibration factor based
on linear accelerator calibration

Drift, linearity as
at acceptance,
calibration factor
change <2%

Check all correction factors

<2%

Battery replacement Confirm calibration factor

<2%

unlike systems from the same vendor used at conventional distances. The user
should check diode calibration factors before each new TBI patient during the
first 2 to 3 months (or 5 to 10 patients) of clinical operation and discuss unexpected sensitivity changes with the vendor. Diodes used to monitor TBI are
often subject to more mechanical stress than those used at standard treatment
distance, which makes careful visual inspection of the diodes and cables before
each application important QA.

11.5 Comparison of diode readings and expected patient doses
To avoid problems in comparison of diode readings and expected doses, it is
important that the diodes be well secured to the patient so that they do not
move unintentionally during the lengthy irradiation. Diode positions should be
rechecked after the patient is moved to irradiate the other side.

11.5.1 Single-point entrance dosimetry
The methods described in section 8 for comparing dose inferred from diode
reading to calculated dose in patient also apply to TBI. Calculations of the
expected dose at the TBI entrance dosimetry reference depth are made using
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the TBI beam data tables.99 The single-point entrance in vivo measurement is
usually made at the anatomical level of the prescription point (often the umbilicus or mid-pelvis).22 This requires either two diodes or repositioning a single
diode when the patient is rotated. Entrance dosimetry verifies that the patient is
at or close (within ~10 cm for a 5% tolerance at TBI distances) to the intended
SSD and that the MU are approximately correct. This guards against dose doubling or halving and is also valuable on accelerators where each field must be
broken into several MU segments, each below a machine-determined maximum
(often MU≤ 999). For institutions with several TBI dose-fractionation protocols,
it verifies that the correct protocol is being applied. The real-time readout capabilities of diode systems are best exploited if the therapist is provided with a
patient-specific worksheet specifying the acceptable range of raw diode readings for each TBI beam. The worksheet should be independently checked as
part of the pre-treatment chart check, updated at each irradiation session, and
reviewed by a designated individual before the patient’s next treatment.
If the readings fall outside the action level, TG-62 advises that the therapists
inspect the setup, particularly patient location, diode placement, and cables.
Incorrect setup SSD should be handled according to clinical practice for treatment delivery errors. If no diode placement problem is detected, a designated
member of the physics staff should promptly inspect the setup, review the monitor unit calculations, and advise on further actions. There are protocols that
call for a single-fraction TBI to deliver a total body dose of 1 Gy or more. For
these, it is advisable to deliver part (e.g., 25%) of the dose from a field and
compare the in vivo readings with the relevant calculations before completing
irradiation with that beam. It is advisable for a physicist to be easily reachable
when a single fraction TBI is in progress.

11.5.2 In vivo dosimetry to document dose homogeneity
More complex TBI in vivo dosimetry programs combine entrance and exit
in vivo measurements from which the midline dose is inferred at several
anatomical sites to assess dose homogeneity 22,23,72,100,101 and the adequacy of
missing tissue and lung compensation. This requires a set of diodes, all calibrated under TBI conditions. In vivo dosimetry to assess dose homogeneity
should supplement, not replace, the single-point entrance measurements
described in section 11.5.1.
An entrance and exit pair of diodes at each site, placed so they do not
shadow each other, provide the most complete information. However, it is common to use a single diode at each site to measure the entrance dose from one
field and the exit dose from the opposed field. In either case, diode positions
should be checked after the patient is moved between fields. If a diode is used
for both entrance and exit measurements, it needs both calibration factors or an
exit correction factor.
It is helpful to clearly and permanently mark each diode so that the therapist
can rapidly document its placement. Color-coding with durable tape is one
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means of identification. Some clinics place the same color at the same anatomical site for each irradiation (e.g., blue=head, green=mid-pelvis). The therapist
records diode placement and the readings after each beam is delivered on a
patient-specific worksheet. For some systems, the printed output identifies individual diodes and substitutes for a worksheet. It is generally useful to keep a
separate record of each entrance and exit reading, which are later converted to
entrance, exit, and midline doses using the associated calibration factors; any
correction factors considered necessary; and one of the several approaches to
calculating the midline dose described in the literature. 14,22,23,73,88,101 TG-62
strongly advises that the methodology for both measurements and calculations
be checked in phantom before clinical application.
The action levels for acceptable dose uniformity depend on the TBI protocol
and the judgment of the physician and physicist. To exploit the diode system’s
real-time readouts, the dose homogeneity measurements should be checked by
a designated reviewer before the patient’s next treatment session to allow for
timely corrections. Entrance dose measurements at the prescription point are
often required at each treatment to verify the magnitude of the dose delivered.
However, if the midplane dose uniformity is determined to be adequate after 1
to 2 treatments and if it is permitted by the treatment protocol and/or institutional policy, multiple-point measurements may be discontinued for the remaining treatments. It is important to be aware that tissue inhomogeneities, which
are seldom accounted for in calculating midline doses for TBI, affect the exit
diode readings.22,23,101 An interesting combination of diode dosimetry and portal
films to assess dose homogeneity in TBI is described in reference 88.

12 IN VIVO DIODE DOSIMETRY FOR TOTAL SKIN
ELECTRON THERAPY (TSET)
Total skin electron therapy (TSET) treats superficial lesions covering a large
area of the body.53,82,102,103 The goal is to deliver dose uniformly to the entire surface region. Multi-point in vivo dosimetry may be performed to determine how
closely that goal is met. For a common U.S. technique, the patient assumes six
different positions in a TSET stand at very extended distance (300 to 500 cm)
and, in each position, is irradiated by a pair of obliquely angled 6 or 9 MeV
electron beams with only jaw collimation.103 Other techniques are described in
the literature.53 Since the depth of maximum dose for a TSET beam is usually
at the surface, an electron diode with minimal buildup should be used for TSET
in vivo dosimetry.

12.1 Calibration of diodes for TSET
Because scattering in air reduces the mean energy of a 6 MeV electron beam
to 1.5 to 2.5 MeV at the patient surface depending on the SSD, the diodes must
be calibrated at the TSET treatment distance and field size. The calibration can
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be done using a single horizontal field. After the surface dose/MU (D/MU) at
the center of the field is determined using a calibrated parallel-plate ionization
chamber82,102,103, the diodes should be fastened to the entrance surface of a slab
phantom (cf. section 5.1.1) at the center of the field and irradiated with M MU,
resulting in a reading R. The diode calibration factor is

F
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= M  MU  .
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(23)

12.2 Special requirements of TSET diode in vivo dosimetry systems
Any electron diode with weak directional dependence can be used. A multichannel electrometer which can handle multiple diodes is desirable. Although
the in-room electrometer case is expected to be sufficiently thick to shield the
electronics against electron irradiation, it should be outside the direct electron
field if possible. The stem effect for irradiation of the BNC cable connecting the
system to the readout at the console should be checked, although this effect is
usually negligible.
The TSET dose rate is very low—a typical value of (D/MU) is between 0.04
and 0.05 cGy/MU. The whole treatment session may last 20 to 30 minutes,
including time to set up the patient in each new position, and the cumulative
diode reading from multiple fields is used during monitoring. Therefore, it is
important to ensure that the leakage current is small or that it is properly subtracted by the in vivo dosimetry system using tests similar to those suggested for
TBI (section 11.2.1).

12.3 Diode placement
The purpose of diode monitoring of TSET is to verify delivery of the prescription dose and to assess the dose uniformity. A simple QA check of output
constancy can be done before each treatment with a diode placed at a marked
location on the TSET stand and irradiated by the calibration-size horizontal
field. In vivo diode readings at the prescription point confirm the delivery of the
prescription dose, while in vivo measurements at other locations assess uniformity. Dose to the top of the scalp, the perineum, and the axilla are usually
lower than the prescription. In vivo diode readings at these sites help determine
the need for and the size of a boost. Dose to the hands or feet is often too high
because they are thin and receive dose from all six directions. For these sites,
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diode readings help determine whether to add plastic compensators or bolus to
reduce the dose.
Often, TSET treatments deliver the six dual fields in 2 days, alternating
between two sets of three dual fields on different days.102,103 In this case, diode
readings for the monitored sites should be taken on both days 1 and 2, and the
sum of the readings for each site on the 2 days is compared with the prescription.

13 ESTABLISHING A DIODE-BASED IN VIVO DOSIMETRY
PROGRAM
This section is directed to physicists who are new to in vivo dosimetry and/or
to those who are beginning to supplement TLD with diodes. The ESTRO
report 24 provides a valuable summary of the experiences of seven large
European institutions. References particularly relevant to the United States or to
small and mid-size clinics include 3, 6, 19, 20, 34, 44, 60, 65, 67, and 104.

13.1 Make pre-purchase decisions
Refer to section 3 of this report. Before purchasing the equipment, physicists
and physicians should formulate the short- and long-term goals of the program
including disease sites, measurement frequency, action levels, and resultant
actions. Some commonly used schedules are:
1. Entrance measurements for each new or significantly changed photon
field within the first 1 to 3 treatment sessions.
2. Same as 1, but include electron fields.
3. Entrance and exit measurements for a selected set of new photon fields
within the first 1 to 3 treatment sessions.
4. One of the above with measurements repeated later in the course of
treatment.
5. Entrance measurements at the prescription point level for all TBI treatments.
6. Dose-uniformity measurements (entrance and exit at ~5 different
anatomical sites) for the first 1 or 2 TBI treatments and prescription point
entrance measurements for all treatments.
Consider who will be involved in the program and what their involvement
will be. Who will place the diodes, record the readings, obtain hardcopy, and
review the readings? These considerations have an impact on the configuration
of the system that is purchased.

13.2 Decide personnel responsibilities
Typical personnel responsibilities for a mid-size department are listed
below.
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Physicist(s): Overall responsibility for the program, including acceptance,
commissioning, periodic QA, establishing action levels (in consultation with
physician(s)), design of paper or electronic worksheets, in-servicing other personnel. Shares (with dosimetrists) responsibility for checking the calculations
that will be compared with the diode measurements. Reviews or supervises
review of the measurement results. Investigates measurements which fall outside the action levels, notifies the physician if treatment errors occurred or if the
cause of the discrepancy is not understood and discusses remedial actions. TG62 suggests that one physicist have primary responsibility for the diode program
and that at least one qualified backup person be designated.
Dosimetrist(s): Calculates the quantities for comparison with diode readings and
prepares the worksheet and assists physicists in investigating measurements outside
of action levels. Shares other responsibilities as designated by the physicist(s).
Therapists(s): Places diodes, records the results, performs simple calculations to compare measured with expected results, and informs the physicist if a
result exceeds tolerance.
Physician(s): Formally requests in vivo dosimetry and reviews each patient’s
in vivo dosimetry record after physics review is completed. Works with the
physicist to establish the types of cases to measure, the measurement frequency,
and the action levels. Determines the remedies when treatment errors are
found.

13.3 Develop a reporting format
Decide how the measured and expected diode readings will be compared
and design a paper or electronic worksheet to expedite quick comparison (see
section 8). To help the therapist quickly recognize a problem, the worksheet
should specify the range of acceptable readings for each field, based on your
action levels. Formal documentation requires dated signatures of the staff who
prepared and checked the worksheet, placed the diodes, and recorded the measurements.

13.4 Accept and commission the system
See sections 4 through 6 for details. When commissioning the system, it is
advisable to spot-check the correction factors discussed in section 6, even if
your clinical goal has a broad (e.g., 10%) action level. Commissioning is a good
way to “kick the tires” of the new equipment and to familiarize yourself with
its limitations.

13.5 Getting started: types of cases and in vivo measurement schedule
Expect a learning curve for everyone involved. Even if the ultimate goal of
the in vivo dosimetry program is ambitious, it is best to start with simple treat61

ment techniques at sites without severe tissue or dosimetric inhomogeneities
(e.g., whole brain, unwedged pelvic treatments), to compare measurements
with hand calculations and with treatment planning system results, and to apply
lenient initial action levels6 for the first few (e.g., 10) patients.

13.6 Simulate treatment geometries in phantom
Before “going clinical,” perform diode measurements on slab and/or
anatomical phantoms for fields that simulate the treatments in terms of SSD,
field size, accessories, and dose. Comparing these measurements with ion
chamber measurements and with expected values based on manual and/or
treatment planning system calculations gives information about the best performance you can expect.3,5,19,65,66,76,81 If TLD in vivo dosimetry is in use and is
trusted, comparison of diode and TLD helps identify problems and to build
confidence in the diode system.

13.7 Problem measurement sites
Anticipate problems at anatomical sites with steep slopes (head and neck,
breast) and in wedged fields, where precise diode placement is critical to
achieving agreement between measurement and calculation. These are not good
sites with which to begin an in vivo dosimetry program. See section 9 and the
references therein for dicussion of placement issues. A diode placement practice
session with involved therapists is helpful.

13.8 Electrons
Diode in vivo dosimetry has been found to be convenient and valuable for
verifying, in real time, the dose delivery accuracy of electron beam treatments,
which are often done as clinical setups. However, one should be aware of the
dose perturbation (cf. section 9 and figure 9).

13.9 Action levels
If the goal of the in vivo dosimetry program is to detect large errors and prevent potential misadministrations, it is sufficient to set a single generous action
level. As described in reference 19, an action level of ±7% can detect incorrect
daily dose, wedge, beam energy, and confusion of SAD and SSD setups. If the
program aims at tighter levels, many clinics find ±5% to be both practical and
useful. There can be two action levels—a moderate (e.g., 5%) level for further
investigation and a wider level (e.g., 10%) for immediate action or narrow
action levels for simple treatments and wider ones for the problem measurement
sites. Depending on the initial phantom measurements (the best you can
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expect), on early clinical measurements and on long-term goals, you can later
diversify the treatment techniques where you use diode dosimetry and/or
tighten the action levels.

13.10 Establish reporting and follow-up procedures
These procedures include who should be called for problems and who
reviews the vast majority of readings that are not problematic. It is important
that the therapists have clear information as to who to contact in the event of a
problem (e.g., name, pager, phone number).
Before clinical implementation, be prepared with a plan of actions to take if
the action level is exceeded. For a review of strategies adopted by different
groups in Europe, see reference 24 and elsewhere. 20,44,63,65 A sample strategy
adapted from reference 65 is described below.
1. Discrepancies exceeding 10% are immediately reviewed. The therapist
contacts a designated member of the physics staff to review the setup,
including diode placement, with the patient in treatment position. If no
setup problem is observed, the physicist reviews the chart and MU calculations. If necessary, phantom measurements are performed using the
same diodes, fields, SSD, and MU prior to the next treatment. In vivo
diode measurements are repeated at the next treatment session with corrections to setup, diode placement, or MU as necessary and with a physicist present.
2. For discrepancies between 5% and 10%, a second therapist checks the
setup, records the treatment parameters (SSD, field size, energy, treatment
accessories), and takes the chart to the physicist for further investigation. In
vivo measurements are repeated at the next treatment with the assistance of
a physics staff member who is familiar with diode placement issues.
3. Treatment errors discovered through in vivo dosimetry are discussed with
the physician and, in general, handled as are any other treatment errors at
the clinic.
4. Measurements within tolerances are reviewed by a designated member of
the physics staff before the patient has received more than five treatments
or 20% of the prescribed treatment course. The worksheet or report that
contains the comparison of calculated and measured doses is signed by
the therapist, the reviewing physicist, and finally reviewed and signed by
the physician.

13.11 In-service personnel
Train the therapists, with particular attention to the following points:
1. How to set up and take down the system.
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2. Placement of the diodes: Diode orientation relative to patient skin, central
axis vs. off-axis points.
3. Placement in wedged fields (both on and off-axis).
4. How to document the placement.
5. Use of the reporting form or spreadsheet.
6. Understanding the action levels.
7. What to do (and who to call) when the results are outside the range.
8. Care of the detectors, cables, and in-room electronics.
Expect to provide in-service training for new therapists and to provide
“refresher courses” when new treatment sites, beam arrangements, or equipment are introduced for diode dosimetry. Reports6,20,34,62,66,70,81 agree that many
out-of-tolerance measurements are related to diode placement. Therefore, it is
important that personnel who place the diodes be thoroughly instructed as to
proper diode positioning, especially in regions with large surface curvature, in
wedged fields, and in fields where the central axis is under or close to a block
edge. Written procedures are recommended.
Train the dosimetrists and involved physicists to prepare the diode in vivo
dosimetry form and to calculate and check the expected diode readings or the
reference point dose from the prescription dose and treatment plan.

13.12 Continuing QA
Continuing QA is discussed in section 7 of this report (section 11 for TBI).
It is advised that a QA record or spreadsheet be maintained for improving the
program, tracing problems, and clinical research.

13.13 Time estimates
It is generally agreed that diode in vivo dosimetry results in a small increase
in treatment time (5 to 10 minutes, depending on complexity) at the measurement session.4,6,19 However, initiating and maintaining a diode in vivo dosimetry
program is labor intensive and costly in terms of staff time. The physicists,
physicians, and administrators of clinics intending to implement diode in vivo
dosimetry should be realistic in facing the demands placed on personnel by
such an effort.
The ESTRO report24 quotes acceptance/commissioning times ranging from 4
to 10 hours per diode. A survey of members of TG-62 gave acceptance/commissioning times ranging from approximately 4 to 14 hours/diode. Time to
develop forms and procedures and staff training are not included in these estimates although such time is clearly needed. Estimates of weekly physics staff
work by members of TG-62 run between 1 and 10 hours while ongoing QA can
easily contribute an additional 20 hours/year. One task group member, who
managed a comprehensive diode in vivo dosimetry program, estimated that the
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program utilized approximately 0.4 full-time equivalents (FTE)/year once it
was underway and required 0.55 FTE for startup effort. This program involved
a total of four linacs (three at one facility, one at another) treating a total of 140
to 150 patients daily with in vivo dosimetry being done on all new fields and,
thereafter, weekly. A similar estimate (0.4 FTE) is reported by the Netherlands
Cancer Institute for a program with tight tolerance levels in three-dimensional
conformal radiation therapy (3DCRT) patients.4
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